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Prefiαce 1 

PREFACE 

Two m勾or problems , traffic (including flow , congestion and priority 

controls, etc.) and e汀or controls, must overcome for implementing information 

transmission. Various traffic and e汀or controls have been studied for different 

communication environments because different communication environment 

requires different control scheme. 

Recently , the infrastructures and the environments of the communication 

systems have been changing rapidly. The transmission speed becomes very 

high and the capacity of the transmission line becomes very large. These 

changes make the communication systems enable to support multimedia traffic 

requiring bandwidth ranging from a few kilobits per second (e.g. , a slow 

terminal) to several megabits per second (e.g. , moving image source). In highｭ

speed communication network (such as ATM: Asynchronous Transfer Mode) , 

the bandwidth and quality-of-service (QOS) required by a source are highly 

varied, e. g. , the data transmission (白le transmission, etc.) require the error-free 

transmissions but the 町ansmission delay is not so critical; the real-time voice 

sources require rapid transfer through a communication network, but the loss 

of small amounts of voice information is tolerable. These characteristics make 

it necessary to reexamine the traffic control schemes under the high-speed 

communlcatlon envlfonments. 

In error control schemes, there are three well-known schemes named FEC 

(Forward Error Correction) , ARQ (Automatic Repeat reQuest) and Hybridｭ

ARQ. FEC employs e汀or correction , while ARQ employs pure e汀or detection 

only and retransmits the e汀oneous data. Hybrid-ARQ was proposed to have 

the advantages of both FEC and ARQ. It employs one code for e汀or correction 

and another code for error-detection (i.e. , combining FEC and ARQ). ARQ is 

commonly used due to its high system reliability and its simplicity. Many 

ARQ's and their modified schemes have been studied. However the existing 

ARQ schemes are almost designed for a single-channel system in which the 

transmitter only sends out one packet at a time. For the parallel-channel-system 

in which the transmitter sends out several packets over parallel channels at a 
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time, the half-duplex line system and the high-speed transmission system, the 

eπor controls are also necessary 

ln this dissertation , the multiclass traffic control in a high-speed 

communication system by using the priority queueing strategy will be studied, 

where the priority sources include voice and video sources which have the 

burstiness of the cell arrivals , the non-priority source includes data sources. 

Due to the properties of the priority and non-priority sources (e.g. , the priority 

source is sensitive to the 町ansmission delay , the non-priority source is sensitive 

to the transmission errors), a priority control for multiclass 汀affic is considered 

and the system performances such as transmission delay for the priority 

sources and the cell discard probability due to the buffer overflow for the nonｭ

priority sources are analyzed; and then, main attention is concentrated to the 

e打or control schemes. Among the many e汀or control schemes , here only the 

ARQ and its modified schemes are considered in this thesis to adapt various 

communication environments such as half-duplex transmission line, multipleｭ

channel and high-speed communications. Needless to say, it is insufficient only 

to provide error-free communication without considering the system 

performances. So the purpose of this work is to analyze the system 

performances such as the throughput, the packet delay or the buffer occupancy 

under various communication environments. 

3 

General Oueruiew 

1.1 On Communication Systems 

Primitive forms of communication systems have a long history , including 

the smoke and optical signals [1 , 2, 5, 6] , and certainly including nineteenthｭ

century telegraphy. A major development, in early 1960s, was the use of 

communication links to connect central computers to remote terminals and 

other peripheral devices , such as printers and remote job entry points. Since 

1970 there has been an explosive growth in the number of wide area (W AN 

such as the seminal ARP ANET and TYMNET) and local area networks (LAN 

such as Ethernets and token ring networks). With the multiplicity of different 

data networks in existence in the 1980s, more and more networks have been 

connected via gateways and bridges so as to allow users of one network to 

communicate with users of other networks [10, 12, 13, 14, 20]. 

With the gradual maturing of optical fiber technology，仕組smission costs , 

particularly for high data rate links, are dropping at an accelerating rate which 

is expected to continue well into the future. The capacity of a single optical 

fiber using today's technology is 109 to 1011 bits/sec, and in the future this 

could rise to 1014 or more [2, 4, 5]. Optical fiber is becoming widespread in use 

and is expected to be the dominant mode of transmission in the future. There 

are major economies of scale associated with higher link data rate; e.g. , the cost 

of a 1.5 Mbps link is about six times that of a 64 Kbps link, but the data rate is 

24 times higher. Furthermore, the high data rate link makes it possible to 

indiscriminately deal with various information such as video, voice and data 

files , by an integrated network [1, 5, 8, 11]. Meanwhile , this wiU greatly 
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change the nature of network applications. On the other hand , the 

communication requirements for accessing files and data bases have been 

increasing rapidly in recent years. Part of the reason for this is just the natural 

growth of an expanding field and the appearances of new media and service; 

for example , the facsimile service which has become very popular in recent 

years , the electronic mail service which is more economical than facsimile. 

AIso it is not difficult to imagine that not so faraway , the moving video 

transmission and the image telephone service will be provided. 

1.0 

さb足。。N 01 

ミ匂勾U L 3 0 

0.01 

Traffic control includes many actual aspects, such as congestion control , 

flow con甘01. For congestion and flow con訂ols ， there has a well-known reactive 

control , which instructs the source nodes to throttle the traffic flow by giving 

feedback to them if congestion was detected [89J. Congestion or flow control 

for ATM can be performed in two ways: admission control and bandwidth 

enforcement. Admission control determines whether to accept or reject a new 

connection at the time of call setup. This decision is based on traffic 

characteristics of the new connection and the cuπent network load. The 

bandwidth enforcement monitors individual connections to ensure that the 

actual traffic flow conforms with that reported at call establishment [90]. To 

implement these control schemes, practically, prio吋ty control discipline is 

very useful , e.g. , according to the quality句。ιservice ， the different priority can 

be assigned to different traffic source, when the congestion will occur, or the 

traffic flow is not smooth, traffic control can determine whether accept or 

reject a call, and which traffic source is serviced preferentially. Fig. 1.1 shows 

the source utilization (fraction of time for which the source transmits) versus 

the bit rate during such periods for typical broadband applications. 1n this 

thesis , we will consider a priority discipline for multiclass 町affic.

0.001 

1k 

1.2 On Traffic Controls 
10k 100k 1M 10M 100M 

Source Bit-Rate (bits/sec) 

Fig. 1.1 Traffic Sources for Broadband Networks 

The different traffic source has the different transmission requuements. 

Real-time voice, for instance, requires rapid 町ansfer through a network, but a 

loss of small amounts of voice information is tolerable , and in many data 

sources, real-time service is not of primary importance, but high throughput 

and error-free transmission are required. Some sources , such as real-time 

stationary video , require error-free transmission as well as rapid transfer. 

Therefore , a powerful integrated network should be flexible enough to adapt 

various service requ�ements. 

1.3 On Error Controls 

1n order to maintain reliable and efficient communicatlons over nOlsy 

channel, there are three basic e汀or control schemes: ARQ (Automatic Repeat 

reQuest) , hybrid-ARQ and FEC (Forward Error Correction). ARQ employs 

pure eπor detection only and retransmits the erroneous data; FEC employs 

e打or correction, and hybrid-ARQ employs one code for eπor correction (FEC) 

and another code for error-detection (ARQ) (Fig. 1.2). 
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SW: Stop and Wait 

SR : Seleclive Repeat 

Chap. 1 GeneraL Overview 

~ 
~ 
~ 

GBN: Go-Bαck -N 

Fig. 1.2 Classification of Error Control Schemes 

FEC scheme can provide a constant throughput efficiency, set by the code 

rate , regardless of the channel conditions. As the decoded word , however, must 

be delivered to the user regardless of whether it is co汀ect or not, the system 

reliability falls as the channel degrades. On the contrary, an ARQ scheme , 

lncorporat�g powerful error-detecting codes , can provide high system 

reliability , reasonably independent of the channel quality , but the throughput 

depends on the number of requested retransmissions , i.e. , on channel quality , 

and therefore decreases as the channel error rate increases. Between FEC and 

ARQ, hybrid-ARQ is proposed to have the advantages of both FEC and ARQ. 

It employs one code for error-correction (FEC) and another code for e汀or

detection (ARQ). The receiver first attempts to co汀ect any error, and then the 

decoded data packet is tested for error detection. The retransmissions are 

requested if necessary. The hybrid-ARQ is able to achieve high throughput and 

reliability but at the expense of complex error correction and detection 

algorithms. The ARQ scheme is attractive and wiU be considered later due to 

its high reliability and simple control algorithm. 

Chap. 1 GeneralOverview 7 

Finally, a classification of error control schemes is depicted in Fig. 1.2. As 

a preliminary work , the operations of the basic ARQ schemes (SW, GBN and 

SR) are briefly given as follows. 

SW-ARQ: Stop-and-Wait ARQ scheme. This is a very primitive form of 

ARQ schemes. The transmitter sends a data block to the receiver, then waits 

for the acknowledgment message. If a negative acknowledgment message 

(NAK for simplicity) comes back, the transmitter retransmits this data block. 

While if a positive acknowledgment (ACK) message comes back , the 

transmitter sends the next data block. In receiving side , if a data block arrived , 

it is checked for eπor. The receiver sends a coπesponding acknowledgment to 

the transmitter. An example is shown in Fig. 1.3 (a). 

Receiver 

Fig. 1.3 (a): Operation of SW-ARQ Scheme 

GBN-ARQ: Go-Back-N ARQ scheme. The transmitter consecutively 

transmits data blocks without waiting for the ACK or NAK. While a NAK 

comes back, the transmitter immediately retransmits the NAK'ed block and all 

the data blocks which have been transmitted after the NAK'ed block (Fig. 1.3 

(b)). 
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Receiver 

Received correctly 1 

o : ACK X: NAK 

Chap.l GeneralOνerVlew 

3 

Fig. 1.3 (b) Operation of GBN-ARO scheme 

SR-ARQ: Selective Repeat ARQ scheme. The transmitter consecutively 

transmits data blocks without waiting for the ACK or NAK. While a NAK 

comes back, only the NAK'ed block is retransmitted immediately (Fig. 1.3 (c)) .. 

In addition, the resequencing buffer in the receiver is necessaηbecau se the 

data blocks may be received out of order. 

Receiver 

9 

0: ACKx :NAK 

Fig. 1.3 (c) Operation of SR-ARO Scheme 

1.4 Object and Organization of the Thesis 

Various schemes about 町affic and eπor controls have been studied because 

different communication environment requires different control scheme [1-5 , 

10-40]. However, how to balance the cell delay and cell discard probability for 

multiclass traffic is also a problem which have not been settled (in A TM 

networks，自xed-Iength packet is called cell) , and efficient eηor control 

schemes for high-speed communication, multiple-parallel-channel and halfｭ

duplex transmission line systems have not been studied. In this thesis , a 

Chap. 1 GeneralOverview 
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priority control discipline for multiclass traffic in an integrated transmiss�n 

system is considered, and some novel ARQ e汀or control schemes are proposed 

to provide reliable transmission for (1) high-speed , (2) half-duplex 

transmission line, and (3) multiple-parallel-channel commun�ation systems. 

Generally , we use the system throughput, the packet delay time and/or the 

queueing length in the transmission buffer as main measurements to evaluate 

the system performances. By analytical and numerical results , the 

performances of the proposed schemes are clarified. The rest of this thesis is 

organized as follows. 

In chapter 2, a traffic control scheme in high-speed transmission system 1S 

presented, under the considerations that the priority sources (such as voice and 

video) 紅e sensitive to the transmission delay and the non-priority sources to 

the transmission e汀ors and loss. The priority source exhibits some burstiness in 

the form of talkspurt. The loss probability of cells from the priority sources and 

the delay time of cells from the non-priority sources wiU be analyzed. By 

numerical results, we clarify the influences of the burstiness of arrivals from 

the priority source on both the cell discard probability and the cell delay. 

Chapter 3 describes a dialogue communication system which consists of 

two stations over a half-duplex transmission line and studies its performances. 

When a station seizes the right to send its message (a message is divided into 

some fixed-length packets) , it consecutively transmits k packets at most. We 

analyze the 町ansmission time of a message and the throughput performances of 

SW , GBN and SR protocols for the half-duplex transmission line system. 

Based on the analytical and numerical results, we clarify the influences of the 

switching and thinking times , which inherently exist in the system , on the 

throughput performance, and give the optimal k which makes the throughput to 

become maximum. AIso it is observed that the throughput performances are 

greatly influenced not only by the switching and thinking times but also by the 

average message length. 

Chapter 4 proposes a block SR-ARQ scheme for the high-speed 

communication system in which the protocol processing overhead time 

becomes remarkable in detennining the system performances. The block SRｭ

ARQ uses a single acknowledgment to acknowledge a block of packets in 
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order to reduce the overhead time. The maximal number of the packets 

acknowledged by an acknowledgment packet is defined as block size. The 

throughput and the packet delay are analyzed and validated by simulation. Tlhe 

numerical results show that there exists an optimal block size which obtains 

both the maximum throughput and the minimum average packet delay. 

1n chapter 5, a communication system in which a transmitter is connected 

to a receiver through multiple-parallel channels , is considered , and the GBNｭ

ARQ scheme is used to handle transmission eηor. The different channels are 

assumed to have different packet eπor probabilities , and the e汀ors occur 

independently. A packet eηor on one channel results in retransmission of 
packets assigned to other channels under GBN-ARQ eηor control scheme. 

Therefore 、 the channel-grouping (a grouped-channel is used to transmit a 

packet and its copies at a time) , would affect the system throughput 

performance. The throughput performance is analyzed, and the channelｭ

grouplng methods are discussed. And finally , a tree-algorithm used to 

efficiently search the optimal channel-grouping which would make the 

throughput to become maximal , is proposed. 

Chapter 6 considers a two-channel system which is a special case of 

paralleトchanneトsystem described in chapter 5 under GBN-ARQ scheme. A 

dynamic packet assignment rule is developed to efficiently use the idle 

channel. 1t is shown that the dynamic assignment rule is much powerful than 

the static one by analyzing the average queueing length. 

Chapter 7 gi ves our concluding remarks and some further problems. 

同ulticlass Traffic 

Control ωith Priority Discipline 
in High-Speed Transmission System 

2.1 Introduction 

11 

As mentioned earlier, B-1SDN implemented by ATM networks is proposed 

to support various traffic , such as video , voice and data, due to the different 

transmission requirements (e.g. , the real-time transmission for voice , the e汀or

free transmission for data, and not only the real-time but the error-free 

transmission for stationary video). Here such various traffic is considered as 

multiclass traffic. 1n A TM networks , traffic control for multiclass is one 

important subject. 

1n order to use a certain network to transmit multiclass traffic which are 

from different type users , priority discipline is a powerful method for traffic 

control for satisfying various quality-oιservice (QOS) (such as tolerable delay 

and discard probability) and avoiding congestion [3-5 , 9, 11 , 14, 15, 84, 85]. 1n 

[1 6] , dynamic call admission control has been presented using the distribution 

of the number of cells arriving during the fixed interval. 1n [83] , two dynamic 

priority schemes , Minimum Laxity Threshold (MLT) and Queue Length 

Threshold (QL T) , try to reduce the performance degradation for the low 

priority traffic. 1n these dynamic priority schemes, priority level changes with 

tlme. 

To evaluate the performances of A TM networks , modeling for traffic 

source and ana1ysis for the system are necessary. 1n this chapter, some traffic 

sources are given first, then a basic queueing model with two kinds of sources, 

in which one is assigned high priority and another is assigned low priority 
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(non-priority), is considered. We ana1yze the discard probability of the priority 

source and the delay of the non-priority source. 

(2.1) 
2.2 Traffic Model 

ln ATM networks , the cell length is fixed , time axis is divided into ceHｭ

sized slot, i.e. , the slot time is equal to the cell service time , so that just one cell 

can be transmi tted in one slot. 

The length distribution of talkspurt or silence is assumed to be geometrical 

which has the average length A=l/(1-p) or B=1/(1-q). The state transition from 

talkspurt (silence) to silence (talkspurt) 0凶y occurs at the end of the slot. Here 

we ln町oduce a ratio of talkspurt (denoted by �) to be the ratio of average length 

of talkspurt to average length of silence. lt is gi ven by 
2.2.1 Modeling for time-sensitive source 
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(2.2) 

;l い:sil?ωO Q!仰I.rt J ~ 
Now we consider the arrival process of cells from a single source. The cell 

arrivals just occur in state 1, and in state 0, there are no arrivals. For 

convenience, the talkspurt duration is also called bursty duration because the 

arrivals aggregate in talkspurt duration, and the source is also called bursty 

source. Let P ,(1, n ， λ1) be the probability that n cells from 1 source arrive in a 

slot during state 1, where λ1 is the arriva1 rate. lt is given by 

Fig.2.1 IIP model 

q p 
e一λ1 (λlt

~(1， n, Â，)一.
n! (2.3) 

Fig. 2.2 Transition diagram of IIP model 
Here we introduced another parameter Pl which is defined as the traffic 

density , gi ven by 

P1 =λç. (2.4) 
An arrival process of cells from a time-sensitive source (voice or/and video) 

IS very complex due to the strong correlation among arrivals. The correlated 

generation of cells from a single source can be modeled by an lnterrupted 

Poisson Process (IPP) [12 , 13, 20]. ln 釦 lPP model (Fig. 2.1) , each source is 

characterized by talkspurt (state 1) and silence (state 0) periods (Fig. 2.2), 

which appear by turn. The state transition 仕om talkspurt (silence) to silence 

(talkspu口) generates a Markov process.ηle state transition diagram is depicted 
in Fig. 2.2. Let PlO (P01) be the state transition probability 合om state 1 (state 0) 

to state 0 (state 1) at the end of slot. They are given as 

So, if the traffic density is constant， λ1 becomes bigger while ratio � becomes 
smaller, i.e. , the bursty source has strong burstiness. 
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2.2.2 Modeling for loss-sensitive source 

2.3 Analytical System Model 
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Arrival process of loss-sensitive source Fig.2.3 

Analytical system model Fig.2.5 

Consider a system shown by Fig. 2.5 in which n1 sources act as active 

priority sources which are considered as time-sensitive sources and n2 sources 

For a loss-sensitive source such as data source , it is well-known that 

as non-priority sources which are considered as loss-sensiti ve sources. The 

priority source exhibits some burstiness in the form of talkspurt modeled by 

IPP described in 2.2.1. Non-priority source is modeled in 2.2.2. In addition, 

generation of data from a single source is well characterized by a Poisson 

process or by a geometric interarrival process. Here under consideration , we 

simply assume that the number of arrivals from a single source (called nonｭ

priority source later) in a slot is distributed to a Poisson process with meanλト

Let P'r( 1, n ， λ2) denote the probability that n cells from a loss-sensitive source 

arrive in a slot (Fig. 2.3). It is given by 

assume that arri vals among different sources are mutually independent, and if 

priority cell exists in the buffer they are served superiorly to non-priority cells , 

but the cells among homogeneous sources are served according to FCFS (Firstｭ

Come First-Service). 

(2.5) 

e-λ2 (んt
R(l ， n， λ2)=..... ¥'''2 

n! 

Since the loss-sensitive source requires the high reliable transmission, if a 

cell is lost due to the buffer overflow (i.e. , if a cell is discarded) , the For time-sensitive priority cells , the delay time must be kept under a 

threshold value which is determined by the characteristics of source and the 

transmission speed of the system. So that, the cell of which delay time exceeds 

the threshold value, must be discarded. If we prepare enough buffer to store the 

retransmission is requested. A simple model is described in Fig. 2.4, where 

is the original arri val rate of the source ， ηis the retransmission rate due to λi 

priority cells, the discard probability can be controlled less , but the queueing 

delay must become larger. On the other hand, if the buffer is too small , the 

discard probability of priority cells should become greater. So, it is a problem 

how to balance the delay time and the discard probability. Here we assume that 

the priority buffer has finite capacity ml' The buffer used to store the priority 

cells, is called priority buffer. 

(2.6) 

the buffer overflow. Therefore, the practical arrival rate is identical to 

斗

λ2-λL -
1-η 

ォ白5
For the loss-sensitive non-priority cells (e.g. , data) , the discard probability 

is severe , however a small amounts of delay is tolerable. It is reasonable to 
Fig. 2.4 Operation of loss-sensitive source 
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assume the capacity of the buffer used to store the non-priority cells is infinite , 

but it is impossible in real system. Therefore, let the buffer capacity of the nonｭ

priority cells be a ce口組n value m2・ Furthermore ， if an arriving non-priority cell 

is discarded due to the buffer overflow , it must be immediately retransmitted 

(Fig. 2.4). Assume the arrival including the retransmitted cells is Poisson 

process , and the equilibrium state exists. Thus, it is sufficient that we only 

investigate the delay time for the non-priority cells under the equilibrium state. 

e -mλl (mλlr 
~(m， n ， λ1)= ， 

n! (2.8) 

Since only one cell can be sent in a slot, thus 

Rj kl=O，ぴ l<j- l.

Using the φij and Pr(m , n ， λ}) ， the Pij,kl can be obtained by considering the 

following four cases. 

2.4 Performance Analysis A: j = 0 and 0 ~ l ~ m}-I: 

2.4.1 Analysis for priority cells In this case, there are no priority cells in the buffer. Also, a non-priority cell 

is served if non-priority cells exist. Thus 
ln the analytical model (Fig. 2.5) , one cell can be transmitted in a slot if and 

only if the cells exist in the buffer. The service for non-priority cells does not 

influence the transmission of priority cells due to their priority property. Thus , 

only considering the priority cell for the analysis about the priority cells is 

sufficient. 

~O.kl = φikPr (i, l ， λJ. 

B: 1 三 j ~ m 1 and j-l ~ l < m}: 

Define φij to be the probability that j sources will be in state 1 in the next 

slot when i sources are in state 1 in the cu汀ent slot. Thus 

On this occasion, one cell can be served and it must have lゾ+1 arrivals of 

priority cells. So we have 

Rill=φik~ (i， l-j + 1 ， λ1 ). 

巾n己主 -j)(i ¥ ( 凡 -i ¥ 
φげ= ), I 阿;(l-R。 )t-u1.\ |-Rill-t+u(1 一九lr1 ーj- u

，
y=??j)+kuj 一 一 人} -l+Uノー

~. 

C:j=Oandl=m}: 

(2.7) As in case A, there are no service for the priority cells. A great deal of 

priority cells may arrive. So it is very likely that some of them will be 

discarded when no idle space is found in the buffer. Thus 
where (k)+=max{k, O}. 

Let (qm tn) denote the state of the system at the beginning of the n-th slot, 

where tn is the number of the priority sources in state 1 ，加d qn is the queueing 

length of the priority cells. The queueing length is defined as the number of the 

priority cells in priority buffer at the end of a slot. Thus the system state 

transition probability Pij・，kl can be defined as 
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In this case, one priority cell can be served and overflow may cause if the 

number of arrivals is greater th加 m}ゾ+1. Thus 
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Define P rCm , n ， λ1) to be the probability that n cells arrive in a slot at the 

condition of m priority sources are in talkspu口. Under the assumption that the 

紅rival process is Poisson process in talkspurt, so we have 
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2.4.2 Analysis for non-priority cells 
In the equilibrium state , the state probability of the system for the priority 

2.4.2.1 Equilibrium state probabilities 

Based on the analytical model , non-priority cells in the buffer have to wait 

for the service if the priority buffer is not empty. 

cells is defined as J'Ci) , where i is the number of the priority sources in talkspurt 

and j is the queueing length of the priority cells in the buffer. Let TI be a row 

vector of the state probabilities, given by 

Let b1 be the number of priority ceIls in the buffer in equilibrium state and 

/,j be the state transition probabilities of non-priority cells in the buffer where i 

is the queueing length of non-priority cells in the cu汀ent slot and j in the next 

slot. No non-priority cell is served if the priority cells exist in the priority 

buffer. However, a non-priority celI is served in the case that no priority cell 

(2.9) 

and P denote a square matrix of transition probabilities. Because the service 

process satisfies the Markov process , the equilibrium probabilities can be 

obtained from the Markov linear equation and the boundary condition given as 

TI=[π∞， π01'. .'， πn ) 0' . .'， πn ) m) ], 

follows. 

exists. So we have 
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where Therefore, using the equilibrium probabilitiesπij ' the probability P robl (i) 

j 5: i -1, 

j "? i. 

ザ

ザ

(α) when b 1 三 1 : 

。2.i) 尺 (n2 ， j-i， λ2 ), 

α2 . i) = 0, 

that the queueing length in the buffer is i , is given by 

凡bl (i) =ヱπ)1
(2.11 ) 

(b) when b1=0: After obtaining these probabilities , we can easily evaluate the discard 

probability P dis' 
j < i -1, 

i = 0, 

ザ
ザ
ザ

a2 ,i) = 0, 

a2.i) = ~(n2 ， j ， λ2 ), 

a2•i) = Iう (n2 ， j -i + 1 ， λ2)' 

PJ'. = Ed 
U'-'ι 

i さ1.

Same as the analysis for the priority cells, the state of the non-priority cells 

at the end of the slot will make a Markov chain, so the following relationship 

(2.12) 

where, Ed is the mean number of discarded cells and Ea is the mean number of 

arrivals of the priority cells in a slot. They are given as folIows. 

can be obtained. 

Ea 君主(À，m)J'Cm) = 相互主，

(2.16) 

=QF (2.13) 
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where F is a square matrix containing the 住ansition probabilities fii of the nonｭ

priority cells, and n is a row vector of the state probabilitiesωi of the nonｭ

priority ce11s. They are given by 

f∞ 10l 10町

F=I 点。 ぷ 1 五 m2

ん。 ん2 1 ん2m2 J (2.17) 

丘)1 .. . 
(2.18) 

After obtaining the state probabilitiesωi the relationship between the 

retransmission rateηand the probability that buffer is fu11 , is easily given by 

η = ~ob2 (nz2 ) , (2.19) 

where P rob2 is the state probability of the non-priority cells and it is given by 

~ob2 (i) = ωt' i = 0, 1, 2, • ", m2 ・ (2.20) 

2.4.2.2 A verage delay time Tav 

1t is very difficult to accurately analyze the average delay time for the nonｭ

priority cells because the service for the non-priority cells is strongly 

influenced by the priority cells, and the state 0 and state 1 of the priority source 

and the number of cells in the priority buffer will change in slot. Simply, we 

approximately evaluate the mean delay time with the method in [24] and it will 

be validated by computer simulation in section 2.5. 

Let V be the average sum of the number of the priority cells and nonｭ

priority cells in the buffer when a non-priority cell just arrived and v be the 

average arriving rate of priority sources. Thus, the mean delay Tav is given by 

where 

T = ヱー... 1-v (2.21) 
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v= ヱヱ(i+ j)πobl (i)ω) ' 
(2.22) 

v=Ea' (2.23) 

2.5 Performance Evaluation and Discussion 

1n this section, we discuss the perfo口nances of the priority cells and the 

non-priority cells by terms of the analytical results described in the previous 

sectIons. 

Considering the characteristics of the priority source and the non-priority 

source, for example, the threshold of delay constraint, transmission speed of 

the system (e.g. , 150 Mbits/s)[10, 12] , we can appropriately take the priority 

buffer size m 1 to be 8 and m2 to be 50 for the non-priority sources since the 

non-priority cell is sensitive to the discard probability. From our analytical 

model , the analytical performance of the priority cells can be accurately 

predicted and in order to validate the assumption underlying our queueing 

model , we compare the approximate analytical results with the performance 

results obtained via simulation. 

Fig. 2.6 shows the discard probability of the priority cells as a function of 

buffer capacity for the cases of nl=3 , 4 and 5. Here, the ratio � is assumed to be 

0.79 and the average talkspurt duration 5.56 slot units. According to the figure , 

we can design the optimal buffer size for a sort of source. Here we omit these 

natural things that the discard probability of the priority cell should become 

large when the arrival rateλ1 or the number of sources increases. 

However, changing our point of view , we obtained other interesting results 

illustrated in the following figures. 1n Fig. 2.7 , we investigated the relationship 

between discard probability and the length of talkspurt when the traffic density 
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Fig.2.6 Discard probability for priority cells 
vs. buffer size 

Fig. 2.8 Discard probability for priority cells vs. 
ratio of talkspu吋

In Fig. 2.8 , when the traffic density Pl holds constant, the relative curve 

between discard probability and ratio � is shown. From the figure , we can 

apparently see that either the ratio � becomes larger or much lower, the discard 

probability becomes smaller, but at a certain point (i.e. , in our example, where 

ç=0.155), the discard probability has got a maximum. This phenomenon can be 

interpreted as follows: discarding cells occurs easily when the respective 

talkspurt of the priority sources pile up mutually or total arrival rate of the 

priority cells is larger. In this occasion, the traffic density Pl is constant, while 

� becomes larger (approach 1), the superposition of talkspurt among the 

sources occurs easily, but the arrival rate changes into smal1er, so, the discard 

probability of the priority cells also becomes smaller. On the other hand, when 

� becomes v町 smaller， the arrival 附 changes into larger, but the talkspurt 

duration becomes very shorter, the superposition appears rarely , thus , the 

discard probability of the priority cells also becomes smaller. 
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Fig. 2.7 Discard probability for priority cells vs. 
length of talkspuパ

Pl holds to be fixed 0.05. The result shows that the discard probability of the 

priority cells change into bigger when the period of talkspurt and silence 

becomes larger though the traffic density is const加t.
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figure, we can make out that the peak value appeared at the same point as in 

Fig.2.8. 
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In order to investigate this reason, we inquired the variance of arrivall 

interval of the priority cells in simulation. It � shown in Fig. 2.9. From the 
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The performance of the non-priority cells under the influence of the priority 

cells is depicted in Fig. 2.10. The result shows the mean delay of the non 時

priority cells nearly does not change while the traffic density holds constant.. 

The relation of the delay performance of the non-priority cells and its arrival 

rateλ2 is shown in Figs. 2.11 and 2.12. From the two figures , it is clear that the 

mean delay time nearly does not change although the talkspurt and silence 

periods vary. 

2.6 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we have studied the behavior of a multiclass traffic systen1 

with priority sources and non-priority sources. For the priority cells, we focu~ 

on the discard probability , especially, the discard probability versus the 

variation of the arrival rateλ1 ， traffic density Pl , talkspurt and silence periods. 

For the non-priority cells , we have paied our attention to the delay time. Th<う

results can be summarized as follows. First, the discard probability of the 

priority cells is much dependent upon talkspurt and silence durations although 

the traffic density Pl is kept constant. Second , delay of the non-priority cells is 

inf1uenced by the total traffic density of the priority cells , but it has no 

variation while the traffic density of the priority sources is constant. Last , 

comparing the analytical results with that of the simulation, it has been shown 

that the accuracy of our approximate analysis for the non-priority cells is 

sufficient. 

ARQ Schemes in Dialogue 
Communication ouer Half-DupleH Line 

27 

As mentioned earlier, ARQ (Automatic Repeat reQuest ) schemes are 

widely used to handle e口ors in data communications by using a simple e汀or

detection code and retransmitting the e汀oneous packets [26 , 27]. From this 

chapter, we focus on the ARQ error control schemes under various 

communication environments. This chapter proposes the basic ARQ schemes 

in dialogue communication under half-duplex transmission line environment. 

3.1 Introduction 

Here, beginning from a classification of communication systems based on 

the form of transmission line, the communication systems can be classified as 

the full-duplex line system and the half-duplex line system. In the full-duplex 

line system, the transmitter and the receiver can freely transmit their data 

packets if there are any. In the half-duplex line system, however, the 

transmitter and the receiver can not transmit their packets freely unless they 

seize the transmission right, and the switching time , which is taken to across 

the transmission right, would strongly affect the throughput performance. 

These differences make it necessary to reexamine the performance of the halfｭ

duplex line system under ARQ schemes although the performances of the fullｭ

duplex line system have been extensively studied [26, 27 , 32-40, 69]. 

In the Local Area Networks (LAN) , personal computer communication and 

mobile communication systems , under the consideration of cost, the halfｭ

duplex line systems are also used widely [30]. Unfortunately , there are few 

papers which studied the performance of the half-duplex line system under the 

ARQ schemes. Ref. [30] proposed a modified ARQ scheme in order to adapt to 
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the variable transmission e汀ors. Ref. [30] appears to have considered the halfｭ

duplex transmission line, however, the throughput was analyzed under the 

assumption that the receiver only receives the packets and does not generate 

any packets to send to the transmitter. In the half-duplex line system , the 

performance analysis is not sufficient under this assumption because the 

packets of the transmitter and recei ver are transmitted each other over the same 

transmission line by controlling the transmission right. Especially in the 

dialogue communication environment which is considered in this chapter, this 

assumption is not applicable. 

This chapter considers a dialogue communication system over half-duplex 

line under the ARQ e汀or control schemes: SW, GBN and SR. The purposes 

are to analyze the throughput, to give some numerical results and clarify the 

influences of the switching and thinking times which exist in half-duplex line 

system. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 3.2 , the systern 

model and operations 訂e described under basic ARQ schemes. In Sect. 3.3 , the 

analytical assumptions are listed. In Sect. 3.4, we analyze the performances. 

For simplicity, a 8-function is introduced to get the Laplace-Transform (LT) of 

the distribution of the time taken to successfully transmit a message for S¥V 

and GBN schemes. For SR scheme, a set of the recursive equations is given to 

obtain the throughput. Some numerical results are examined in Sect. 3.5. The 

concluding remarks are summarized in Sect. 3.6. 

First let us introduce some terminology which wiII facilitate our discussion. 

Station A is said to be in transmitting state from the time it seizes the 

transmission right to the time it releases the right. On the contrary , station A is 

said to be in receiving state from the time it releases the transmission right to 

the time it seizes the right. The station is said to be transmitting station if it is 

in the transmitting state, and the station is said to be receiving stαtion if it is in 

the receiving state. The station altemates between the transmitting station and 

the rece咩匤g statlon. 

When a station recei ved data packets, the transmission eπors 訂e checked in 

the data link layer. The error-free packets are passed to upper layer [31]. The 

station gets the transmission right after a switching time τ， and sends out an 

acknowledgment packet (AP). When a station completely received a message , 

it generates a co汀esponding message as a response. The time taken to generate 

a message , is called the thinking time (Fig. 3.1 (a)). 
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Q a ' Q b : thinking time 
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3. 2 System Model and Operations 

t : The lime 01 transmitting a message. 

ロ: Erred packet in transmission channel 

AP : AcknowLedgment Packet 

k=4 The system model under consideration consists of station A connected to 

station B over a half-duplex transmission line. The two stations are assumed to 

operate coπesponding to the dialogue communication, namely , the station 

generates messages corresponding to the contents of the message arrived 仕OITl

its partner. The message is divided into some fixed-Iength packets. Station A 

(or B) does not generate any messages unless it receives all of the packets 

included in a message. As a station received a complete message, it wiII 

generate a coπ'esponding message. 

Fig. 3.1 (a) Stop-and-Wait ARQ protocol 

じ一一一一一一一 一-
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new LJ 

Q a ' Q b : thinking lime message 日

Fig. 3.1 (b) Go-Back-N ARO protocol 

Fig. 3.1 (c) Selective-Repeat ARO protocol 
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Here we only give the operations of station A in transmitting state because, 

in receiving state, station A passively receives the packets arrived from station 

B. The operations of station B is same as that of station A. The operations in 

transmitting state are determined by the contents of packets received in 

receiving state. The receiving station can receive AP or data packets. Fig. 3.1 

shows an example of the operations of ARQ schemes, where 4 packets can be 

transmitted at a time. Notice that an AP contains the negative and/or positive 

acknowledgments for each received packet. The operations of station A in 

U釦smitting state are as follows. 

(a) If station A received an AP in receiving state , according to the contents 

of the AP, the operation of station A is as follows; 
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(a-1) If the retransmission is requested , i.e. the transmission error 

occurred , the station A retransmits the e汀oneous packets and the 

other new packets which have not been transmitted if there are any, 

then releases the right to station B, and goes into receiving state. 

(a-2) lf no retransmissions are requested, however there exist some 

packets which have not been transmitted so far, then station A 

transmits the remaining packets, and then releases the right to 

station B. Station A goes into receiving state. 

(a-3) If no retransmissions are requested and all of the packets have 

been transmitted, the station A continues to be in receiving state. 

(b) If station A received data packets in receiving state, then station A 

checks for the errors, and operates as follows; 

(b-1) If eηors occurred, or if there are no e汀ors occurred but all of the 

packets of station B have not been received, then station A sends out 

an AP to acknowledge the received packets, releases the right to 

station B, and goes into receiving state. 

(b-2) If there are no errors occurred, and the packets of station B have 

been transmitted completely , then station A sends an AP to 

acknowledge the received packets. However station A keeps the 

transmission right. According to the contents of the packets received 

just before, station A generates a message as a response, packetizes 

the message, transmits these packets to station B , releases the right 

to station B , then goes into receiving state. The maximum number of 

packets that can be transmitted at a time, is constrained to be k. 

Notice that the different ARQ schemes have the different retransmission 

rules. For SW scheme, if one of the packets transmitted at a lime is received 

lnco汀ectly ， all the packets will be retransmitted no matter how the other 

packets are co汀ect or not, e.g. , in Fig. 3.1 (a) , all the packets 1, 2, 3 and 4 will 

be retransmitted although only packet 4 was received incorrectly. For GBN 

scheme, if the e町ors occurred, all the packets from the first eπoneous packet 

will be retransmitted (Fig. 3.1 (b)). For SR scheme (Fig. 3.1 (c)) , only these 
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packets , which were received incorrectly , wiI1 be retransmitted. The 

resequencing buffer must be requested because the packets may be received 

out of order [40, 41 , 47 , 61 , 67]. 

3.3 Analytical Assumptions 

As a preparation of throughput analysis in the next section, the following 

assumptions are adopted. 

A 1. The packet e汀ors occur independently with probability E and the 

acknowledgment packet is error-free. 

A2.τ: the switching time of the half-duplex 1ine system taken from the 

time that one station releases the transmission right to the time that the 

another station seizes the transmission right. Assume thatτis constant. 

A3. A station does not generate any message unless it correct1y receives all 

of the packets from its partner. If the message is co汀ectly recei ved by a 

station, this station generates one message as a response. 

A4. Probability density function of thi凶<ing time in station A (B) , denoted 

by Q a(t) (Qb (t)), is assume to be exponential. lt includes the time of 

packetizing message. Qa(t) = ωーへ Qb(t) = ルーか ， t 三 o.

A5. The message is divided into some fixed-length packets. The number of 

packets included in one message is assumed to be geometrical 

distribution. 

α(n) (b(n)): the probability that n packets are included in a message 

generated by station A (B). 

α(n) = p;-l(l-Pl)' b(n) = p;-l(1-P2)' 0 < Pl'P2 < 1, n = 1 ， 2 ， 3，・・・

E a (Eb): the average number of the packets included in one message 

generated by station A (B). Ea = 1/(1-Pl)' Eb = 1/(1-P2). 

A6. k : the maximum number of packets which c組 be 仕組smitted at a time. 

N ote that k:=∞ means that the transmitting station transmits all the 

remaining packets at a time. 
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A 7. The time of transmitting one packet is taken to be one unit time. 

A8. The time taken to detect the packet errors , is much shorter than the 

switching time. Therefore , the station can transmit an AP at once when 

it gets the transmission right. The time of sending an AP is as long as 

that of sending a packet. 

3.4 Performance Analysis 

For convenience , we give some definitions which wilI facilitate our 

discussion. 

Cycle period : The cycle period is defined as the time interval taken from 

the beginning of transmitting the first packet of a message to the beginning of 

汀加smitting the first packet of the next message in a station. 

Dirac's 8-function: The Dirac's 8-function is defined as 

|∞ lt t = t,., 
δ(t-to)=~ “ υ 

I 0 otherwise, 

住ο)dt = 1 

1t has the following properties. 

f2 f(柳

where f(t) is a function of t. 

Pn(t) : the probability density function that the time taken to transmit a 

message , which contains n packets , is t , and its LT (Laplace-Transform) , 

Pn(S) , is defined as 

九(s) = fo""Pn(t)e-st 
(3.1) 

ln the system model, the message is divided into fixed-length packets, so 

the time of tr加smitting a packet can be consider as a unit time. However the 

switching time and the thinking time are not always a multiple of the unit time. 

Therefore, the system is a unit time of discrete and continuous time elements. 
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Using the 8- function , here the system model can be considered as a continuous 

time queueing model. 

In this section , we derive the L T of distribution of the time taken to 

successfully transmit a message which contains n packets, and analyze the 

throughput, which is defined as the ratio of the effectiνe time interval of 

tr加smitting data packets in one cycle to the time interval of one cycle , denoted 

byηS W' η G BN and ηS R corresponding to SW , GBN and SR protocols , 

respectively. If the message generated by station A (B) includes N1 (N2) 

packets , the effective time interval in the cycle is N} +N2 unit time. 

3.4.1 Analysis for SW-ARQ scheme 

The probabilityα(n) can be rewri tten as 

α(n)=p;- I (1 -Pl)' n=ik+l, i=O,1,2.... , 1=1， 2 ， 3 ， ・・・ ， k.

Consider the transmission of a message which contains n (=ik+/) packets. If 

n>k, the message can not be transmitted completely at a time, although the first 

k packets are transmitted correctly. First, we get the Pk(t) (n=ik+l) , Pk(S) , and 

then the P,(s). Finally , using Pk(S) and P,(s) , we obtain Pn(S). 

Using the 8-function, Pk(t) can be simply written as a recursive equation. 

Pk(t) = (1-E)k δ(t一 (k +2τ+1))+[1 一 (1- E)k ]Pk (t一 (k+2τ+1)). 

Taking the LT with respect to t about (3.2) , we get 

Pk(S) = (1-E)k e-s(k+2Hl) + [1-(1-E)k]e-s(k+2Hl) Pk(S). 

Thus , the P k (s) can be obtained as follows. 

(1-E)k e- s( k + τ + 1) 

Pk(S) = 
1-[1 一 (1- E)k ]e-s(k+2T+ l) ・

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

Now , we consider the Pt(t) and P,(s) , 1=1 , 2, …, k. The message will be 

transmitted completely if the last 1 packets are 仕組smitted correctly. Similarly, 

we have 
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加d

P'(S) = (1-E)' e-s('+T+l) + [1 一 (1- E)']e -S (I +2T+ l ) 台 ， (s).

(1-E)' e-SCI+H 1
) 

P,(S) = 
1 -[1 一 (1- E)']e-s( / +2 Hl ) ・

Based on the above preparation, Pn(S) , n = ik+l, is given by 

( (1-E/ e-s(k+2Hl) �' (1-E)' e一小川)
pn(s)=l b _ ， r j， ヴ 1 、 |・ 2

~ 1-[1 一 (1 -E)"]e -.\{日Hl ) ) 1 一 [1-(1-E)']e一小2.+ 1 ) ・

Generally , we define P(s) as P(s) = Ia(n)Pn(s). We get 

〔んmSο)= 之泣土バがp;k + '-糾州ι+叫件lト一→1 (1_ P 
¥ 1 一[1 一 (ο1 一 E/内kつ]e-S一イS~μk +2 . +叶1 ) ) 

(1 一E)'e 一寸S (υ， + τ +1) 

1-[1-(1-E)']e-sCI+2Hl) 

=ヱ 1- [1 一(1 -E)k]e -s (山+1 )

(1-Pl)P:-1(1-E)'e-S (/川)

1-[1 一 (1- E)' ]e-s CI +2τ+1 ) 
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(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

Hence, Asw, the average time taken to correctly transmit a message at 

station A in one cycle, is given by 

Ar." = 空包I n= _E_1
k

(2τ +k+lL+ 1-Pl 
SW 一 1 Is=o - , . /r , , . ~ ， /r T d's r.'-V (1-Pl/()(1-Er 

((1-;1-E)k-pf 伶kο-E日 1トl-l+k l(2τ+ 1) 1-τ 
(1-E -Pl )(1-E)k-l (1 -E)k' (1-E)k ,-.. ~/ ) 

(3.8) 

Similarly, Bsw, the average time taken to transmit a message at station B, 

can be obtained. 
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D-d(2τ +k+l)I l-P2 

~sw 一 (1 -p~ )(1 -E/ (l-E-P2)(1-d) 

((l-E)k -d 勿; • (1-E)k イ 1
b 1- 2 +L 2 (2τ+ 1) 1-τ. 

(1 -E -P2 )(1-E/-1 (1-E)k' (1-E/ ,- ~ • ~ / ) 

In this case, station A can transmit all of the n packets at a time. Simply, the 

recursive equation about Pn(t) can be written as 

(3.9) 
p ,. (t) = (1-E)ヲ(t ー (n+ τ+1)) +ヱ(1- E)' Ep，._Jt 一 (n + 2r + 1)) 

(3.15) 

In the special case of k=l , 
So, P ,. (s) , the LT of Pn(t) , is given by 

Ar." = _2τ+2 5W=-τ， 
(1-Pl)(1-E) 

2τ+2 - -
....，sw 一 (1-P2)(I-E) 

τ. 

(3.10) p ,. (s) = (1-Ere-s(…1 ) + ヱ(1- E)i Ee-s ( ，. +2川九一i(S) ・
(3.16) 

In the special case of k = ∞， in equilibrium state (i.e. , Pl+Eく 1 and p2+E<I), 

we get 
Solving the recursive equation, we get 

(1-Ere-巾+T+ l )
P ,. (s) = 

ZLl(1-Ef(け2τ+ 1)) • 
(3.17) 

(3.11) 
b:n>k 

(3.12) In this case, station A can not transmit all the n packets at a time. Thus the 

In the system model, new message is generated after a thinking time. So 

average length of one cycle, SWcycle, is given by 

Pn(t) and the p，. (s) 訂e given by 

swiyd=Pwω-aJ dt + にl(A5w+t-τ -1)ae匂

+ f:込wße-βdt+ に1(Bw+f-τ-1)か一句f

= Asw + 工eピf一4α仰川川(付加川川τ朴刊川+叫刈lり) + BN + 4Leピ汁一
αD 

p,.(t) = (1-E/ P，.- k (t 一 (k+2τ+ 1))+ ヱ(1- E)' Ep，._ i (t 一 (k+2τ+ 1)), 
(3.18) 
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(3.13) Here, we also define P(s) as P(s) = エα(n)P，. (s). So, according to (3.16) 

Therefore, the throughput 11sw is given by 加d (3.19), we get 

E_ + EL 
ηsw - S1九l;
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(3.14) 
+ I, a(n)(1- E)k e一山科1) P ,. -k(S) 

3.4.2 Analysis for GBN-ARQ scheme 
,.= k+l 

For GBN scheme, we use the same method as used in previous to derive the +エエα(n)(1- E)i Ee-ゆ2r+ l) 台ベs) ・

throughputηGBN' First, let us analyze the Pn(t) and its LT, p ,. (s). 

a:l~n~k 
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一 (1 -P
1 
)(1-E)e- s(川)(1- pJ

ke-Sk(1-E)k) 

1-P1e 叱1- E) 

� -s(t+2Hl)pJ-l-f(k+2Hl)pf(1-E)k-i+1 _ 
+>E(l-Pl)-Pi(s)
ケ l ' 1-P1e-s(l-E) 

-s(k+2r+1) ~I ~ ¥ I Ee-s(k+2HI ) (1 一 (1- E/ P; ) ー
+(l-E)kpfe P(5)+1.p(s)  

1-P
1
e-s(1-E) 

十 1 -(1 -E)k-i+1 P1k -け l -5(山+1)), 1 - ¥.1 - L ',. ::1 . Ee-s(k+2r+1) p;-1 (1-PI) Pi(S). 
合1 1 -P1 (1-E) .. . ... (3.20) 
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B
CBN 

= (k + τ+2)--_ ~I. k-;-+ __l!_2 (1-E) 
1 -P; (1 -E)" 1 -P2 (1 -E) 

+.E~(l- E)k(k + 2τ+ 1)(1-P2(1-E)) 

(1-P2)(1-E)(1-p~ (1- E/) 

+E(k +2τ+1)+E(1-k -p~) 

(1-P2)(1-E) (1-P2)(1-E)(l-p~ (1- E)k) 

+ P2(1-p~ ) ， d ((1- E)k -1) 

(1-P2)2(1-E)(1-p~ (l- E)k) 1 1-p~ (1- E)k 

+ EP2(1-P;) 

(1-P2)(1-P2(l-E))(I-p~ (1- E/) 

+ ___p_~+1 (1-E)((l-E/ -1) 

(1-P2 (1-E))(l 一 p~ (l- E)k) 
(3.22) 

According to the properties of LT, AGBN, the average time taken to coπectly 

transmit a message at station A , is given by 

P1 (1-E) 
=(k+ τ+ 2) -_ ~ ._ _ . ~ + 

1 -P; (1 -E)'" 1 -PJ (1 -E) 

+P:(1-E)k(k + 2τ+1)(1-Pl(17E)) 

(1-Pl)(l-E)(l-P:(1-E/) 

+E(k +2τ+1)+ E(1-k ーの
(1-PI)(I-E) (1-PI)(I-E)(l-Pl"(1-E)"') 

+ EPI(1-Pl
k
) I P:((1-E)k -1) 

(1-P1 )2(1-E)(l-P:(1-E)k) , 1-P:(l-E)k 

+ E,PI (1-pJk) 

(1-PJ )(1-PJ (1-E))(1 一 Plk (1- E)k) 

+ ___p_:+1(1-E)((1-E)k -1) 

(1-P1 (1-E))(I-P1
k
(l-E)k) 

In the special case of k=l , the results are same as that of SW scheme. 

ArnAl = _ 2τ+2 
CBN - , . , , . _.-τ， 

(1-PI)(1-E) 
τ
 一E
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 (3.23) 

In the special case of k = ∞， 

ACBN =古+τ+1+占(可+1 _lp!)2J 
(3.24) 

(3.25) 

So average length of one cycle, GBNcycle, is given by 

(3.21) GBNr"rJo = Ar.n.v + 工 e-a(HI) + BrnAl + 工e-ß(H1)
v…… α VD川 p

(3.26) 
Same as the previous discussion, BGBN, the average time taken to correctly 

transmit a message at station B, can be simply given by Therefore, the throughput T]GBN is given by 
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(3.27) 
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3.4.3 Analysis for SR-ARQ scheme 九(寸(f)(l-E)fpn一川+2r+1))
(3.32) For SR scheme , we also use the same method to analyze the average time 

of transmitting a message and the throughput. We only give the recursive set of 

equations because it is very difficult or even impossible to derive the closedｭ

form expressions. In Sect. 3.5 , we use these recursive equations to 

approximately evaluate the throughput performance. 
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(3.33) 

α: 1~n~k 
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(3.34) 

In the case, all of the n packets can be transmitted at a time. So the Pn(t) 釦d

Pn(S) are given as follows. 

So, Tn, the average time of transmitting n packets , is 
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T=_dPn(S) , 
一-

n ds ls=u 

(3.28) 

=古(れ2τ山SOl-E)if-il)
(3.35) 

， じl(nÎ
Pn(S) = (1-Ete叫日+1 ) +ツ 1 '.w 10-E)ﾎ En-ie-巾+2-r+ 1 ) P n-i(S) , 

P n (S) = -:--::::l d"d山、1-Ene-s~ n .. t"L.げり

(3.29) 

Hence, ASR (B SR ), the average time taken to correctly transmit a message at 

station A (B) , can be obtained. 

((1-E) 川1)+UMEV-(叫
ASR = 玄α(n)ζ ，

(3.36) 

(3.30) 
BSR = 玄 b(n)ζ.

(3.37) Thus, T n, the average time taken to correctly transmit the n packets, is given 

by 

T_ = _ d P n (S) 1__(¥ 
一-ds IS=U 

So the average length of one cycle, SRcycb is given by 

SRrl， =Ap+1e-α(T+l)+BCD+ie-β付+ 1 )
ヮー … α ,)fl ﾟ 

(3.38) 

=占(n+川+ ~(;J(1 -EY門一 J-τ Therefore, throughput l1sR is given by 

(3.31 ) 
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(3.39) 
When n=l ， 引 =(2τ+2)/(1-E) 一 τ.

b:n>k 

In this case, at most k packets will be transmitted at a time. The recursive 

equations of Pn(t) and p，. (s) 訂e given by 
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3.5 Numerical Examples 

In this section, we discuss the throughput performance according to the 

analytical results described in the previous sections. The throughput is function 

of error rate , the swi tching time τ， α， ß 如d k. For a given switching time τand 

the e汀or rate E, we give the optimal k through the numerical computation. 
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Fig. 3.2 Throughput of SW scheme 
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1) Influence of k on the throughput 
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will disappear. Therefore , the thinking time has no impact on the optimal k 

although it affects the throughput. 

10・ 1 100 

Error rate E 

35 

From Eqs. (3.13) , (3.26) and (3.38) , k, which denotes the number of the 

packets transmitted consecutively at a time , must strongly influence the 

throughput. Fig. 3.2 gives an example of the effects of different k on the 

throughput under SW -ARQ scheme. Clearly , in lower e汀or rate areas , the 

throughput increases as k increases. However, the curves reverse in higher 8 4 2 τ'=0， 

30 

25 

20 

u『
~
q
Eこ
位
。

eπor rate areas. This phenomenon can be also found in Fig. 3.3 which shows 

the effects of different k on the throughput under GBN-ARQ scheme. The 

phenomenon can be considered as follows. While the e汀or rate is very higher, 

the e汀or occurs f陀quently ， the smaller k results in much less retransmissions at 

10-2 

15 

10-3 

10 

5 

。

every time. ln lower e汀or rate areas , the e汀or does not occur so frequently , the 

larger k is favorable to the throughput. Especially , this phenomenon is very 

significant under SW scheme. When k=∞， the throughput of SW scheme 

decreases rapidly as the eηor rate increases. The throughput becomes zero in 

the high e汀or areas E2::0.1. Note that the "k=∞" means that the transmitting 

station transmits all the packets which have not been transmitted. Fig. 3.4 

shows the effects of different k on the throughput under SR-ARQ scheme. Optimal k under SW scheme Fig.3.5 
Clearly , the reverse phenomenon in the higher eηor areas does not appear. It 

means that, in all the e汀or areas , the larger k, the higher throughput under SR 

characteristic that only the e汀oneous
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Optimal k under GBN scheme. 
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2) Optimal k and the inf1uence of switching time 

In Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3 , for SW and GBN schemes , it is obvious that there 

exists an optimal k, which c釦 make the throughput to become maximum. For a 

given eπor rate and the switching time r , the optimal k is illustrated in Fig. 3.5 

and Fig. 3.6. We also investigated the effects of the switching time τ. From 

Figs. 3.5 and 3.6 , it is clear that the effects of the switching time τis very 

remarkable. ln a given error rate , the optimal k will become smaller when the 

switching time τbecomes smaller. It is worth noting that there has an 

interesting thing that the thinking time does not affect the optimal k. From 

analyzed results (expressions (3.13) and (3.26)) , to obtain the maximal 

throughput, it only needs that the cycle interval is the shortest. Taking the 

derivative of equation (3.13) (or 3.26) about k, the term about the thinking time 
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Fig.3.7 Effects of average length of message 
on throughput of SW scheme. 

3) lnfluence of the average message length 

ln the dialogue communication environment, the message is generated 

based on the received message from the partner, the throughput must be 

influenced by the average message length. ln the above figures , the average 

message length (Pl or P2) is fixed to be identical. Here Figs. 3.7 ,_ 3.9 give 

some examples of the influences of Pl and P2 on the throughput. From these 

figures , when P 1 and/or P2 become smaller, the throughput also becomes 

smaller in the lower e汀or rate areas. This phenomenon can be explained as , 

when Pl and/or P2 become smaller, the traffic volume becomes lower. The 

proportion of the swi tching time and the thi凶öng time to the transmission time 

becomes heavy. So the throughput should become smaller. 

We have also investigated the impacts of the thinking time and made a 

comparison among SW, GBN and SR schemes. lt is sure that the throughput 

decreases as the thinking time increases , and that the throughputs satisfy 

ηSR;?17cBN主17sw. Here we omitted these figures. 
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3.6 Conclusions 

In this chapter, the protocols of simple ARQ .eπor control schemes over the 

half-duplex line have been proposed and the throughput has been analyzed. For 

SW scheme and GBN scheme , we have obtained the closed-form expressions 

of the throughput. For SR scheme, we have given the recursive equations to 

obtain the throughput because it is impossible to get the closed-form 

expression of the throughput. Also we have clarified the influences of the 

switching and the thinking times on the throughput. Based on the analysis , we 

have got the optimal k for a gi ven e汀or rate E , Pl , P2 and the switching time T. 

Therefore, when we know the e汀or rate of the channel and the switching time 

τ， we can choose an optimal k to get the best efficiency of the usage of the 

system. 
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810cl< SR-RRQ Scheme 

in High-Speed Transmission System 

4.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, basic ARQ schemes, i.e. , SW, GBN and SR, have 

been discussed in half-duplex line transmission system. There it is shown that 

the throughput of GBN scheme is better than that of SW scheme, and the 

throughput of SR scheme is the best one among them. In full-duplex line 

system, many studies about system performances, such as system throughput 

[38 , 77 , 78] and packet delay time [26, 50-54, 68] , indicate that SR-ARQ 

scheme achieves better performances than the other two protocols at the 

expense of the requirement of a resequencing buffer and unavoidable 

resequencing delay at the receiver [35 , 36, 41 , 47, 48 , 61 , 67]. Therefore, SRｭ

ARQ scheme is favorable if the resequencing buffer requirement is tolerable. 

The idea of the basic SR-ARQ scheme is to retransmit only those packets 

which are negatively acknowledged. However, in very high-speed networks , 

such as ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) networks , the ratio of 

propagation delay to packet transmission time is large , and the protocol 

processing overhead time for eπor recovery becomes veηconspicuous [68]. In 

order to reduce these inferior effects, many eπor control schemes , such as 

window control schemes [78, 79] , block acknowledgement schemes [80-81] , 

are presented ( an unit which consists of some packets is called a block) to 

tolerate the packet disorder and e汀or due to the imperfect transmission 

channel. In Ref. [80] , a scheme of eπoneous or lost packet recovery has been 

presented, in which a group of packets is called block, and the receiver 

acknowledges a block instead of a single packet at a time. If one or more 

一一 ーーーーで三三 | 
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packets of a block are incorrectly received , the block including the e汀oneous

packets would be retransmi tted although the other packets in the block are 

received correctly. Obviously , it does not make the best use of SR-ARQ's 

advantage. 

In this chapter, considering the high-speed environment, a novel SR-ARQ 

(cal1ed block SR-ARQ) scheme is proposed based on the principle of quickly , 

correctly providing the transmission service for "user" , in which a single 

Acknowledgement Packet (AP) is used to acknowledge a block of packets. It 

inherits the advantage of the basic SR-ARQ scheme that is to retransmit only 

the e打oneous packets. In Ref. [80], the receiver acknowledges a block of 

consecutive packets in original order. The original order means the sequence 

assigned while the message is packetized at the transmitting side. However, in 

block SR-ARQ scheme described in next section , the packets are 

acknowledged according to the accepted sequence at the receiver. The 

difference between the original order and the accepted sequence is caused by 

the retransmissions of the e口oneous packets. The seq uence of packets within 

an AP is called acknowledged sequence. So the acknowledged sequence is 

identical with the accepted sequence. The AP provides the positive or negative 

information for each packet in a block received by the receiver. We focus on 

the performance measurement of the system throughput and the average packet 

delay time. 
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Fig. 4.1 810ck selective repeat ARQ scheme 

4.2 Protocols and Analytical Assumptions 

The system under consideration consists of a transmitter, a transmission 

channel and a receiver. Time axis is divided into intervals of fixed length , 

called slot. A slot is taken to be the time of transmitting a packet. At the 

transmitting side, the transmitter retransmits the e汀oneous packets based on the 

received AP, or sends new packets which are waiting for transmission. The 

erred packets are superiorly retransmitted one by one in acknowledged 

sequence. At the receiving side, the arrival packet from transmitter is checked 

whether it is erroneous or not , and the results are recorded for 

acknowledgement. In our Block SR-ARQ scheme , a single AP is used to 

acknowledge a block of packets. The maximum number of packets 

acknowledged by an AP, denoted by w, is referred to block size. If a packet is 

received correctly, the receiver stores it temporarily in the resequencing buffer 

until all the packets that precede it in sequence are received coπectly ， then 

delivers them to the "user" in the original order. For instance (Fig. 4.1), packet 

3 has to wait for packets 1 and 2 although it has been received co汀ectly. ln 

high-speed environments , the slot becomes shorter and the processing 

1 ー一竺竺三三三三三
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overhead time including generating an AP becomes larger in comparison with 

a slot. Here the Processing Overhead Time (POT) , denoted by C, is defined as 

the time from the beginning of processing AP to the end of the AP's 

transmission. This state is called POT state (Fig. 4.1). In the receiver, there 

probably are some packets waiting for acknowledgement because the 

processing overhead time is larger than the transmission time of the packet. 

Assume that there are i packets waiting for acknowledgement at the end of 

POT (say n-th slot) , the receiver operates according to the following protocols; 

(1) if w 三 Ì ， be♂n to acknowledge the first w packets in the receiving buffer. 

The recei ver enters in the POT state. 

(2) if 0 < i < w, observe the next slot ((n+ 1)-th slot); 

(2-a) If one packet arri ves during (n+ 1 )-th slot, let the number of 

packets waiting for acknowledgement at the end of (n+ 1)-th slot be i , 

and n• n+ 1, then go to (1) or (2). 

(2-b) If there is no arri val packet during the (n+ 1 )-th slot, begin to 

acknowledge the ﾌ packets from the beginning of (n+2)-th slot. 

(3) If i = 0 , wait for a new arrival packet. Also let the packets waiting for 

acknowledgement at the end of that slot in which the new packets 

arrived, be Ì , then go to (1) or (2). 

Fig. 4.1 is an example using the protocols proposed above. Where s (in 

other literatures, s is called round-trip-delay) , is defined as the sum of the 

propagation delay from the transmitter to receiver and its contr紅y delay. In 

Fig. 4.1 , s is taken to be 4, the block size to be 3, and C to be 3 slots. 

As the preparation for the analysis in the next sections , the following 

assumptions 紅e used; 

(1) Packet e町ors are assumed to be random with probability e and the feedback 

channel is error-free. So AP is always coπectly received by the transmitter. 

Also, it never occurs that the packet disappears on the channel. 

(2) The interarrival time of packets is distributed geometrically , namely , at 

most one packet arrives with the arrival rate ~ in a slo1. 
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(3) The processing overhead time is assumed to be C slots regardless of the 

number of packets acknowledged by an AP. 

(4) At the transmitting side , transnlﾏUing a packet and processing AP are 

executed in parallel. Here the time of processing AP, denoted by C' , is 

defined to be the time from the end of receiving an AP to the end of getting 

a negative or positive message about the acknowledged packets, i.e. , C' is 

the POT at the tr加smitting side. Certainly, it is suitable to assume C'5,C. 

4.3 Performances Analysis 

4.3.1 Throughput 

Let's first analyze the throughput, which is defined as the maximum packet 

arrival rate that the system can support under the steady state, indicated by 

λmax' The system consists of a transmitter, a transmission channel and a 

receiver. In order to get the system to work in the steady state, it is required 

that both the transmitter and the receiver are stable. So, the throughput can be 

obtained by considering the following two cases. 

(A) w 三 C

In this case , the system stability is determined only by the packet arrival 

rate ~ and packet eπor rate e, because the processing ability of the recei ver is 

larger than the packet arrival rate from transmitter. Thus , the system stability 

condition can be simply given by 

_&_ < 1. 
1-e 

Hence, the throughputλma.x is given by 

λmax = 1-e. 

(B) w く C

(4.1) 

In this case , the system stability condition is determined by the three 

factors: the packet arrival rate ~， the packet e汀or rate e, and the processing 

ability of the receiver. At receiver, it takes C slots to acknowledge at most w 
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packets. So ‘ processing one packet at 1east needs C/w slots time. Reverse of 

C/w ‘ the w/C (< 1) can be considered as the processing ability of the recei ver. If 

the total arrival rate satisfies λ。 /(1- e) < 1, the transmitter wilI be stab1e. Thus , 

jfλ。 /(1- e) < w / C is satisfied , the receiver will be stable. Therefore 司 the

system stability condition is given by 

~<竺<1.
l-e C 

So the throughputλm似 can be obtained 

λJZい)

4.3.2 Packet delay 

(4.2) 

ln this subsection , we analyze the average packet delay time. The packet 

de1ay time is defined from the arrival of a packet at the transmitter to co汀ect

delivery from the receiver in the original order. For convenience, the packet 

delay time T is divided into t耐ee parts: the queueing delay Tq, the transmission 

delay T l , and the resequencing delay Ts, which are defined as follows; 

T q: the delay time from the arri val of a packet to its first transmission. 

Tl: the delay time from the first transmission of a packet to its successful 

reception at the receiver. 

Ts: the resequencing delay time in order to wait for all the packets precede 

itse1f in sequence at the receiver (Fig. 4.1). 

It is very difficu1t to accurately analyze the packet delay time based on our 

block scheme , but in evaluating the system performance , it is necessary to 

investigate the delay time. We approximately give the average of Tq, indicated 

by E[Tq ] , and the average of Tl , indicated by E[Tl ] , which are validated by 

simulation. For the average of Ts' indicated by E[Ts], it is measured by 

simulation. As we shall observe later, the effect of the average resequencing 

delay E[Ts] on the average packet delay E[1] is very heavy. 
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4.3.2.1 Queueing delay 

The queueing delay Tq is defined to be the waiting time from the anival of 

packet to its first transmission. Although the packets arrive geometrically , it is 

possible that the arriving packets are waiting temporarily for transmission in 

the q ueueing buffer because of the retransmissions caused by the imperfect 

channel. For analyzing the average queueing delay E[Tq ], we change the 

original arriva1 model at the transmitting side to a priority queueing mode1 with 

two priority sources. Assume that the arrival of priority sourceλ1 is randomly 

generated by the erred packets source with arrival rateλ1-λoe /(1-e). The 

original arriv叫ん is considered to be non-priority source (Fig. 4.2). 

711 11 ド 円。コ 11 11 b • 

Erroneous packet with prob. e 

向) Original arrival model (b) Analytical modelfor Tq 

Fig. 4.2 Modeling for the analysis of queueing delay 

So the average queueing delay of non-priority packet is approximately 

equivalent to the average queueing delay E[Tq] of the original model. We 

observe the number of non-priority packets at the end of each slot. Let d and di 

be the number of the packets waiting for transmission and its probability at the 

end of a slot, respectively , i.e. , dj=Prob(d=i). In the equilibrium state , the 

following equation can be obtained. 

d" =叫吋4似削(ο山l

叫 =d叫t一 1 Åλ oÅ, +d叫州iベ(λo(οl 一 λ却)+ ん (ο1 一 λ 0)リ) 

Let D(z) be the generating function of di, which is defined as 

D(z) = ヱ djz'

(4.3) 
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We get f(i) = ﾀ!-1 (1- λ) ， i = 1, 2, 3, . (4.7) 

(1+λ。λ1 ー λ。 -λ1 )一(1 -λ。)(1 -λl)z-l
D(z) = 

1-(λ。+ん -2λoÀ，) -Åo.Æ， Z 一(1 -λ。)(1 -λ1)z-l 0 ・ (4.4) 

Observe jw+i packets consecutively arrived at the receiver from the 

transmitter. An AP acknowledges at most w packets. So the first preceding jw 

packets wiI1 be acknowledged by j AP's. For the last i packets , another AP is 

needed. Thus , considering the number of these AP's which are used to 

acknowledge v (l ~ν$; w) packets and usingjυ) ， P w(i) is given by 

By the boundary condition, D(l )=1 , and by using de l'Hospital's rule, do is 

given by 
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i = 1, 2, 3,' 
So, the average number of non-priority packets, E[SL], is shown by 

E[SL]=D(ドlt人
(4.5) 

(4.8) 

Therefore , using Little's formula, the average queueing delay E [S d is 

obtained as 

where A is called the normalization factor , which is given by 

A= ヱヱf(jw+i) + ヱヱグ(jw+ k) 
i=l j=O j=l k=O 

E[SL] ん
E[九]=ヲ7=1 一 o

(4.6) 1-λw 

4.3.2.2 Transmitting delay So Pw(i) c釦 be rewritten as 

Unlike the basic SR-ARQ scheme where the time from the transmission of 

a packet to the return of its acknowledgement packet is (s+ 1) slots, in our block 

scheme, the analysis becomes further complicated due to the f1uctuation of the 

time from the transmission to its co汀esponding AP return. Here , we provide 

the approximate analytical results. 

「(i)=rl(1-λ)
九(w) = Åw

-
1

• 

i = 1, 2, 3，・

(4.9) 

Let Q(k) denote the probability that the packet is received co汀ectly by 

transmitted k times. So Q(k) is simply given by 

(A) w さ C Q(k) = e
k
-
1(1-e), k = 1, 2 ， 3，・ (4.10) 

First, we consider the sojoum time that a packet is in the recei ving buffer 

waiting for its acknowledgement. In the case of w 三 C ， the sojoum time of a 

packet is not longer th加 (C+w) slots. Based 00 our protocols , the number of 

packets acknowledged by ao AP cao be from 1 to w. Let P w(i) be the 

probability that i packets are acknowledged by an AP. Assume that the packet 

arrival process in receiving side (i.e. , the departure process in 回nsmitting side) 

is also geometrical with arrival rateλ=λ。 /(1- e). Let f(i) be the probability 

that i packets consecutively arrive at the receiver , so we have 

Now consider an AP which acknowledges i packets, assume that the test 

packet is randomly located at the l-th position in an AP, which means that there 

are (1-1) packets at the front of the test packet. Let E(l-I , y) be the probability 

that y packets in (/-1) packets 訂eeπed ， it is given as 
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Assume that the packet retransmission is independent on the past history of 

system. So the average packet transmitting delay E[Tt] is given as 

Combining the above expressions , and at the equilibrium state , n →∞， 

Yn+1 (j) • y(j) , we get 
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y(j) = ヱy(l)Pc (j) + ヱy(w+ j -k)Pc(k) 
/=0 k=O ( 4.16) 

. (s + C + C + i -1 + Y + 1) + (s /2 + 1) 
Let the generating function of y(j) be Y(z) , we have 

=(s心C午弓)己や1)
( 4.12) F~( z )ツに(1- z/-W)y(l) 

Y(z)= M -t U 

(1 -Pc (z ) z -W ) (4.17) (B) w < C 

In the case that w < C , it is possible to get the packets waiting at the 

receiving buffer temporarily. Let E[T '] be the average waiting time (in slots) at 

the receiving buffer. 

Using the boundary condition that Y(1 )=l , we get 

ヱ(w -I)y(l) = w - 再 (1) = w ーM
( 4.18) 

Define Pc(j) to be the probability that j packets arrive at the receiver from 

the transmitter in C slots. According to the characteristics of the geometrical 

arrival process, Pc(j) can be shown as 

The average number of packets in the receiving buffer, E[QL], is given by 

E[QL] = Y (1) 

(4.13) 

2(w -ﾀC) 

ド(咋川-1) -I(l引
(4.19) 
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j = 0, 1, 2，・・・， C.

Let P c(z) be the generating function of pc(j) , so we get 

粍(z) = ヱ Pc(j)zJ・ 二 (1-λ+ ル)c From Little's formula , E[T '] can be obtained 

(4.14) 
E[T ] = E[QL]I λ. (4.20) 

Considering the relationship between C and w , we choose the end of POT 

as the observing point. Let Yn(j) denote the state probability that there are j 

packets waiting for acknowledgement in the receiver at the n-th observing 

point. Therefore , we get the state eq uations as 

1n order to calculate E[QL ], we need the y(o) , …, y(w-l) , which can be 

obtained through the numerical calculation (see appendix 4.A at the end of this 

chapter). 

ん1(0) =ヱ Yn (l)pC(O) ，

Hence, from E[T '], in the same way as in the case of w 三 C， the average 

transmission delay E[Tt] can be obtained. 

Yn+1 (j) = ヱYn (l)PC(j) + ヱYn(w+ j -k)Pc(k) , 1 壬 j 三 C

Yn+1 (j) = ヱYn(j+ w -i)Pc (i), j>C. 

(4.15) 

竺竺ー一一一一一一 一一 一一二孟_，---
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maximum, and while w exceeds C, i.e. w~ C, the throughput reaches a const加t

just depending upon the packet e町or rate e. Therefore , we can make the 

conclusion that W~C profits the throughput. 
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4.4 Performance Evaluation 

ln this section, we discuss the performance evaluation of the throughput 

and the average packet delay time (in slots) in terms of the analytical results 

described in the previous sections. The accuracy of our approximate analysis 

has been verified by simulation. Our simulation is done only according to the 

system protocols and assumptions (l)~( 4), and the results of simulation are 

plotted with small dots. Packet arrival rate 

Sum of E[Tq] and E[Tt] Fig.4.4 

(1) our 

From Fig. 4.4 to Fig. 4.6, we compare the analytical results (shown by 

consecutive curve) E[Tq]+E[Tt] with simulation results , where e=0.1 , 0.01 , 

0.001 , respectively. From these figures , we can make out that 

approximate analysis has sufficient accuracy , (2) the 

E[Tq]+E[Tt] is very strong, namely when w三C， E[Tq]+E[Tt] decreases with the 

increase of w , and when w=C , E[九]+E[Tt] becomes 

on of w effects 
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minimum. On the 

contrary , when w>C, E[Tq]+E[Tt] becomes larger although it is not so marked 

(Fig. 4.4). Especially when eπor rate becomes smaller, the delay performances 

at w三C are almost identical. We also investigate the effects of s , when s 

becomes larger, the same conclusion can be gained, that is when w=C , the 

E[T q]+E[Tt] becomes minimum. 

10 

The throughput is a function of w , C , and the packet error rate e. Fig. 4.3 

shows the effect of the value w on the throughput, where C=4. From this 

figure , we can plainly see 出at the throughput increases with the increment of 

block size w under the condition that ~w， when C=w, the throughput becomes 

6 

8lock size ω 

throughput 

8 4 

System 

2 

0.0 

0 

Fig.4.3 
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Figs. 4.7~ 4.9 , where the average packet delay E[T]=E[Tq]+E[Tt]+E[Ts]' From 

these figures , w=C is the optimal condition which gets the average packet delay 

30.0 
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25.0 

to become minimum. 
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In the previous sections, we have approximately analyzed E[Tq] and E[Tt]. 

very difficult or even impossible to accurately analyze average 

resequencing delay E[Ts]' Here we only give the simulation results shown in 

Average packet delay E[ll Fig.4.8 
It is 
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Fig. 4.9 Average packet delay 

Finally, in a word concluding the above discussion, there exists 加 optimal

block size , w=C , which obtains both the maximum throughput and the 

minimum packet delay. 

4.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter, a novel block SR-ARQ scheme has been proposed under the 

consideration of high-speed environments , and both the throughput and the 

average packet delay have been approximately analyzed. The effects of 

protocol processing overhead time on the performances of the throughput and 

the packet delay have been investigated. The results show that, when w=C, the 

throughput becomes maximum and the packet delay becomes minimum. In 

fact, the basic SR-ARQ scheme is a special case of the block SR-ARQ scheme 

just in the case of w=l (Fig. 4.7). In the high-speed environments , the 

performances of block SR-ARQ scheme , when adopting the optimal block size 

(w=C) , is much better than the basic SR-ARQ scheme's. 

In this chapter, we have analyzed the performances of the system which 

consists of a transmitter, a transmission channel, and a receiver. We assumed 

that the arrival of new packets follows geometrical distribution and the 
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processing overhead time is constant regardless of the number of the packets 

acknowledged by an AP. As the next research , it is necessary to debate about 

multimedia traffic and/or bursty traffic [17 , 82] , and the performance while C 

is dependent on w. 

Appendix 4.A 

In this appendix , we numerically calculate the unknown probabilities y(l)'s, 

1=0, 1, …, w-1. First, we get the receiving buffer size to be limited length M , 

just as observing later, if the buffer size M is sufficiently large, the state 

probabilities of y(l)'s (1=0, 1, …, w-1) nearly do not ch加ge with the buffer size 

when the traffic intensity is not so large (λ。C/ w < 0.95) , furthermore , in the 

case of the infinite buffer size, only the y(O) , …, y(w-1) are needed , it is 

sufficiently applicable that using the y(O) , …, y(w-1) to analyze the case of 

infinite buffer size. So in the case of the finite buffer size , the equilibrium 

equations c加 be modified as followings; 

y(O) = ヱy(l)pc(O) ，
1=0 

y(j) = ヱy(l)Pc(j) + ヱy(w+ j -k)Pc(k) , 1 三 j 三 C

c 
y(j) = ヱy(j+ w -i)pc (i), C + 1 ~ j ~ M -w 

i=O 

M 

y(j) = ヱ y(j+ w -k)Pc(k) , M -w + 1 ~ j ~ M -1 
k=j-M+w 

y(M)= エヱy(i)Pc(k).
i=M +w-C k=w+M-i 

電-..M

(A.l) 

From (A.1) 組d the boundary condition ~i=Oy(i) = 1, y(l), 1=0, 1,… , w-1 can 

be calculated. 

Table 4.1 lists the numerical results of state probability y(l)'s where the 

buffer size is taken to be 30, 50, and 70. According to this table, the preceding 
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state probabilities of y(l)'S (1=0, 1,…, w-1) almost do not change when the 

buffer size is sufficiently large. Moreover the state probabilities y(O) , …, y(w-1) 

are required only in the case of wくC. 50 it is a reasonable approximation that 

we use the state probabilities y(O) , …, y(w-l) at the finite buffer size to analyze 

the case of infini te buffer size if the finﾌte buffer size is relati vely larger. In our 

performance evaluation, we take M=50. 

Table 4.1 Numerical Results of y( l) 's , C =4 ， ω =3 ， e =0.01 

Yi λoC/w λ-1 =30 λ1: =50 λ-1 =70 

0.133 6.530913e-1 6.530913e-1 6.530913e-1 
y。

0.933 2.635126e-3 2.635116e-3 2.635116e-3 

0.133 2.935924e-1 2.935924e-l 2.935924e-l 
yl 

0.933 2.713463e-2 2.713453e-2 2.713453e-2 

Yコ
0.133 4.950104e-2 4.950104e-2 4.950104e-2 

0.933 1.095432e-l 1.095428e-l 1.095428e-l 

0.133 3.710817e-3 3.710817e-3 3.710817e-3 
y3 

0.933 2.185775e-1 2.185767e-1 2.185767• 1 
0.133 1.04478ge-4 1.04478ge-4 1.044789e-4 

Y4 
0.933 2.298054e-1 2.298045e-1 2.298045e-1 

0.133 1.091698e-8 1.091698e-8 1.091698e-8 
ys 

0.933 1.475605e-1 1.4756∞e-l 1.475600e-1 

0.133 1.140715e-12 1.140715e-12 1.140715e-12 
Y6 

0.933 9.475023e-2 9.474987e-2 9.474987e-2 

0.133 1.206640e-16 1.206473e-16 1.206471e-16 
Y7 

0.933 6.084016e-2 6.083992e-2 6.083992e-2 

0.133 1.461307e-18 1.466547e-18 1.466631e-18 
Y8 0.933 3.906613e-2 3.906598e-2 3.906598e-2 

0.133 1.431995e-18 1.453922e-18 1.454176e-18 
Y9 

0.933 2.50847ge-2 2.50846ge-2 2.50846ge-2 
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SR-ARQ scheme can achieve the best throughput performance at the 

expense of the requirement of resequencing buffer. However GBN-ARQ can 

also achieve very good performance if the error rate is not very high. In this 

chapter, GBN-ARQ scheme will be discussed in paralleトch釦nel-system. The 

analysis focuses on the throughput and the channeトgrouping method. An 

efficient Tree-Algorithm will be presented which is used to rapidly seek for the 

optimal channel-grouping. 

5.1 Introduction 

ln e町or control schemes , generally, a specific scheme can not always 

achieve the best performances (e.g. , the minimum packet delay , the maximum 

throughput, etc.) in any communication environments. Based on this reason, 

various diverse improved ARQ schemes 訂e developed and studied [28 , 29 , 32噂

34, 39, 40, 63 , 65, 71]. However, existing ARQ schemes are almost designed 

for sequential operation in which the transmitter sends a single packet at a 

time. In fact, data communication networks often provide multiple parallel 

channels between communicating entities [41]. For instance , in many packet 

networks , adjacent nodes are connected by multiple parallel channels, and in 

modern satellite communication systems , multiple frequency channels are 

provided between the earth terminal and the satellite. 

Providing multiple parallel channels between transmitter and receiver has 

several benefits. (1) The more efficient transmission service would be provided 

for "user" , namely , the packet delay time would be fairly decreased. (2) The 

packet eπor tolerance would be improved by means of usage of the multiple 
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channels. (3) The throughput would be extremely improved by sending several 

packets or their copies at a time. 

To realize the above potential of multiple channels , we have to discuss the 

channeトgrouping methods (a grouped-channel is used to transmit a packet and 

its copies at a time) , or the packet assignment methods. Especially, under the 

GBN e汀or control scheme, the channel-grouping methods would have a very 

strong effect on system perfo口nance because a packet e汀or on one channel 

results in retransmission of packets assigned to other channels. This 

phenomenon is very remarkable when the round-trip-delay is large. For 

example, suppose that the protocol operates over two channels , numbered 1 

and 2, that have the same transmission rate and zero round-trip-delay.ηle time 

axis on the channels is partitioned into synchronized , packet-sized slots. At 

beginning of each slot, the 甘ansmitter sends two packets, one on each channel. 

Since an eπor in the packet with the lower (higher) sequence number requires 

the retransmission of two (one) packets, throughput is higher when the packet 

with the ]ower sequence number is sent over the channel with the lower eηor 

rate than the other way around. So it is necessary to discuss the packet 

assignment rule (in this chapter, generally called channel-grouping). 

ln this chapter, a transmission system is considered which consists of a 

transmitter and a receiver connected by multiple parallel channels on which 

the packet e汀or probabilities are different and mutually independent. The 

佐ansmitter sends packets to each channel in parallel at a time. The GBN-ARQ 

scheme is used to handle transmission e汀or. The objective of this chapter is to 

evaluate the system throughput and discuss the optimal channeトgrouping.

First, three channel-grouping methods, called OON, OOK and GCG, will be 

proposed, and then an efficient 紅白-algorithm will be discussed. Finally, some 

numerical results will be depicted to show the efficiency of the optimal 

channel-grouping. 
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5.2 System Model and Go-Back-N Scheme 

System model under consideration consists of a transmitter and a receiver 

connected by multiple parallel channels , numbered from 1 to N , which have 

different e汀or probabilities (Fig. 5.1). The time axis is divided into packetｭ

sized slots. The packet error probabilities of the N channels are supposed to be 

el , e2, …, and eN, respectively. The round-trip-delay is assumed to be S slot 

tlme. 

el 

ACK/ NAK 

Fig. 5.1 A communication system with multiple parallel channels 

The transmitter is able to send several packets to the receiver in a slot, one 

packet over one channel. When the channels are grouped, the transmitter 

concurrently sends a packet and its copies to a grouped-channel , i.e. , a 

grouped-channel is used to transmit a packet and its copies at a time. The 

receiver checks for the packet errors , and sends an acknowledgment packet 

back to the transmitter over an feedback channel which is assumed to be eηor

free. An acknowledgment packet is used to acknowledge all the packets 

received in a slot. At the receiver, it is unnecessary to prepare the large 

resequencing buffer due to adopting GBN-ARQ eηor control scheme. The 

packets correctly received in order are delivered to "user" immediately. 
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chαnnels 
slots 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 6 7 8 9 10 

3 11 12 13 14 15 

4 4 5 6 7 8 

5 9 10 11 12 13 

6 14 16 17 18 

7 19 20 21 22 23 

8 11 12 13 14 15 

ロ : T S : Round-Trip-Delay. 

Fig. 5.2 An example of GBN scheme used in multiple channels system 

Here , we use an example, Fig. 5.2, to show the operation of GBN scheme 

used in the multiple channels system. ln Fig. 5.2, the round-trip-delay , S , is 

taken to be 2 slot time and the number of channels , N, to be 5. The operation of 

the transmitter is shown under the very simple grouping method that takes one 

channel to transmit a packet at a time. ln slot 1, packets from 1 to 5 are sent 

out. If there has no NAK coming back at the end of slot 1, the transmitter 

continuously sends packets. At the end of slot 3, the acknowledgment packet 

for these packets transmitted in slot 1, returns to the transmitter. The packets 

from 4 to 15 will be retransmitted immediately because of the error of packet 4. 

Similarly, packets from 11 to 15 will be retransmitted in slot 8. 

In Fig. 5.2 , it is clear that a packet error results in the retransmission of the 

packet of which the sequence is larger than that of the e汀oneous packet. 

Therefore , the channel-grouping methods have strong effects on the system 

performance. We focus on 出e channel-grouping methods in the next section. 
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5.3 Channel-Grouping Methods 

5.3.1 One-to-One up to channel N method 

The N channels, numbered from 1 to N , are connecting the transmitter with 

the recei ver in p訂allel (Fig. 5.1). First, the simplest channel-grouping method 

is to send N packets in parallel in a slot, i.e. , the smaller the packet's sequence 

number, the smaller sequence number is the channel to which it is assigned 

(Fig. 5.3 (a)). We call this channeトgrouping method One-to-One up to channel 

N (OON) method because one packet is transmitted over one channel and all 

the N channels are used. Without loss of generality , hereby , we assume that 

e1 ~ e2 ~・・・~ eN is satisfied. In section 5.5.1 , we will prove that, in 00 N 

method , the maximum throughput is obtained if e1 ~ e2 ~・・・~ e N is satisfied. 

5.3.2 One-to-One up to channel K method 

ln the previous OON method, when the packet e汀or probabilities of some 

channels are extremely high , the packet e汀or over these channels would 

frequently occur. The packet eπor will result in retransmission of other packets 

transmitted in round-trip-delay. Therefore, using the channel of which e汀or

probability is high , conversely , is unfavorable to the system perfo口nance.

Thus, the next channel-grouping method is considerable. 

In one slot, only K packets are transmitted over the first K channels from 1 

to K , one packet over one channel, the channels from K + 1 to N are always 

idle , i.e. these channels are not used (Fig. 5.3 (b)). This method is called Oneｭ

to-One up to channel K (00 K) method. Here we also assume that the 

condition, e1 ~ e2 ~・・・~ e N' is satisfied. 
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Channels 
5.4 Throughput Analysis 

1n this section, we analyze the throughput for each channel-grouping 

method discussed in previous section by assuming that the tr加smitting buffer 

is always in full state. The OON method and the OOK method can be 

considered as the specific cases of GCG method. Therefore , we first analyze 

the throughput for GCG method, and then specialize the results to obtain the 

throughput for OOK and OON methods. 

Before analyzing the throughput, we , here , give some definitions which 

would facilitate our discussion. 

(a) OON Clumnel-Grouping Method 

Pαcket No. 

Channels 

Packet No. 

Aνailable packet: 1n GBN-ARQ scheme, a packet, of which the sequence 

number is larger than that of the e汀oneous packet, would be retransmitted even 

if it has coπectly arrived at the receiver. The receiver would refuse to accept 

this packet, i.e. , this packet would be ignored by the receiver. We call this 

packet unavailable packet. On the contrary , if a packet does not belong to 

unavailable packet, it is called aνailable packet. For example, in Fig. 5.4, the 

packets from 1 to 4 are available packets, however packets from 5 to 15 are 

unavailable packets due to the e汀or of packet 4. 

C
 

+
 

.,,
J 

(b) OOK Chαnnel- Grouping M ethod 

(c) GCG Channel-Grouping Method 

)+1 : 
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In the above 00 K method, channels 仕om K+l to N are idle. It means that 

these channels are wasted. Hence , it is more efficient that grouping the higher 

e汀or probability channels into other channels. The grouped-channel is taken to 

transmit one packet and its copies at a time (Fig. 5.3 (c)). This method is ca11ed 

General Channel-Grouping (GCG) method. In Fig. 5.3 (c) , grouped-channel 1, 

which consists of K 1 channels , is taken to transmit packet )+ 1. Groupedｭ

channel 2, which consists of K2 channels , is used to 仕組smit packet }+2, etc. 

Grouped-channel C , which consists of Kc channels, is used to transmit packet 

}+C. Here, Kl + K2 + ・・・ +Kc = N. 
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A\ノailable slot and Cycle: The available slot is defined as the slot in which 

at least one of the transmitted packets is available packet. The cycle is defined 

as the time interval from one available slot to the next available slot. In Fig. 

5.4, packets transmitted in slot 1 can be accepted by the receiver. Packets from 

6 to 15 transmitted in slots 2 and 3 , however, are unavailable due to the 

transmission e汀or of packet 4. Therefore, slots 1 and 4 are available and slots 2 

and 3 are unavailable. The cycle interval is from the beginning of slot 1 to the 

end of slot 3. On the contrary , if all the packets transmitted in slot 1 are 

co汀ectly received, slot 2 would be available. ln this case , the cycle interval i 

from the beginning of slot 1 to the end of slot 1. 

Slacket: The slacket is a fictitious quantity which is defined as the slot 

domain partitioned by the N channels. Hence , it only requires one slacket to 

send a packet. ln Fig. 5.4, there are 5 slackets in one slot. 

Generally, the throughput is defined as the ratio of the number of co汀ect

packets delivered to the total number of packets transmitted for a long period 

of time. However, using the concepts of cycle and slacket, the throughput ， η ， 

can be obtained by the following formula [42] under the assumption that the 

transmi tting buffer is al ways full. 

η= 
Average number 01 packets correctly received in one cycle 

Aνerage number 01 slαckets in one cycle 

5.4.1 Throughput under GCG method 

(5.1 ) 

Under GCG method, we suppose that the N channels are distributed to C 

groups (Fig. 5.3(c)) , and the groups consist of K 1, K2 , …, K c channels , 

respectively. Each group can be considered as a single channel of which the 

e打or probability is improved. Thus the original system is equivalent to a new 

system which have C parallel channels. Each grouped-channel is taken to 

transmit one packet in one slot. Packets are assigned to the grouped channels 

based on the packet sequence number and the eπor probabilities of grouped 

channels. The eπor probabilities of the C channels, denoted by E/s (i=I , 2, …, 

C) are given by 
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Ei =eK叶 + 1 eK' _1 +2 ・・・ eK，' {i =1 ,2,..., C) (5.2) 

Analyzing the equivalent system , the throughput of original system can be 

obtained. Now , we observe a cycle interval to determine the average number of 

packets correctly received by the receiver, and the average number of slackets 

in one cycle, symbolized by Ep and Es , respectively. Based on the definition of 

the cycle , only these packets transmitted in the first slot of the cycle are 

accepted and do not be ignored by receiver. lf all the C packets are correctly 

received (with probability n~= l (I-E,,)), the length of this cycle is only one slot. 

lf packets transmitted by grouped-channel 1 to i are coπectly received and the 

packets over the grouped-channel i + 1 are received incorrectly, i (l~i<C) 

packets wiU be received correctly, and the length of the cycle is S + 1 slots. 

Therefore, the average number of packets correctly received in one cycle, Ep , 

is given by 

Ep = ヱiIT(1-E)Ei+1 + CIT (1-E,,) (5.3) 
i=l )=1 ,,=1 

Meanwhile , average number of slackets in one cycle, Es, is as follows. 

民= (1 一日(1- E;))(S + I)N + NIT (1 ーの- (5.4) 

ln Eq. (5 .4), nf=1 (l-E;) is the probability that all the C packets transmitted 

in the first slot of the cycle are coπectly received by the receiver. 

Substituting Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4) into Eq. (5.1) , the throughput for GCG 

method, denoted by 1Jcce, can be obtained. 

竹 一 ι ーエ二1 iIT~=1 (1-E)Ei+l + CIT~=l (1-E,,) 
一一

リGCG - Es - (S + I)N -NSIT~=l (1-Ei) 
(5.5) 

5.4.2 Throughput under OOK method 

For OOK method, K packets are transmitted over K channels , one packet 

over one channel. lt can be considered as a special case of GCG method. Thus, 
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let C = K, Ei = ei, and substituting them into Eq. (5.5) , the throughput under 

00 K method , denoted by 11 OOK' is gi ven by 

竹 ーェ:;liHLl(l-ej)et+l+KHLl(1 一九)
リ似一 (S + I)N -Nsrr:l (1-e

i
) 

η~こ;liHLl(l-ゆi+l + Nrr~=l (1-en) 

(S + I)N 一 Nsrr:l (1一町)

(5.6) Next, we change the channels m and n to get another usage of these 

channels. The e汀or probabilities of N channels from 1 to N are e' 1, e'2, …, eh, 

For a given parameters , e� and S , under OOK method, using the above 

expression, 1100K , we can compute the optimal K which can get the 1100K to 

become maximum. 

-, evn , ・・・ ， e'N. Here , e'm > e 'n , e' 1 = e1, e' 2 = e2 , ..., e'm-l = em-l , e'm=en, 

eんl=em+l ， … ， e'n=em, …, e'N = eN. From Eq. (5.7) , also , the throughputη'is as 

follows. 

5.4.3 Throughput under OON method 

げ=エ:;liHL1(l-dj)ん1 +Nrr~=1(1 ーん)
(S + I)N 一 Nsrr:l(1-e' i) 

In the same way as in the previous, 00 N method can be considered as the 

specific case of 00 K method. Let K = N , from Eq. (5.6) , the throughput, 

denoted by 1JOON' is given by 

Therefore, we can calculate η-η ， to determine that which of them is larger. 

By some simplifications , we get 

η-η『

一

IlJl-e)(ι - em)A(m,n) 
, . m:;tl 

(S + I)N -NSIl~1 (1 -ei) . 

( en 一叫e町ψ仲1 ) 

(σS+1り)N 一 Nsrr江~1(ο1 一 eJ

(5.8) 

竹 L:;liHLl(1-ej)ei+l+NHL1(1-en)
リOON 一 (S + I)N -NS rr:l (l一り

(5.7) 

m=l. 

5.5 Channel-Grouping Algorithm for GCG Method 
where A(m,n) is given as 

5.5.1 Necessary condition for optimal channeトgrouping

Theorem 1 Under OON method, the N channels are numbered from +
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1 to N , of which error probabilities are e 1, e2, …, eN , respectively. In 

comparison with other sequence of the N channels , if the condition 

e1 ~ e2 ~・・・~ eN is satisfied, the system is most efficient, i.e. , the throughput, 

1JOON , lS maX1mum. 

In the simplification of ηーザ， the following eq uation is used. 

ej +エ n(1 -e )ei + 1 + n (1 -e) = 1. (5.9) 

Proof: Let the throughput beηwhile the e汀or probabilities of N channels 

are given as e1 , e2, …, em, …, en, …, eN' Here , without loss of generality , we 

focus on the channels m and n (n>m) , and assume that em < en (the error 

probabilities of other channels have no limitation). In this case, from Eq. (5.7) , 

血roughput， η， is given by 

In above expression (5.8), n~(・)=0 釦d L~(・)=0， if s<r. From Eq. (5.8) , it is 

clear thatη-η'~O for en>em. When em=en ， η=η'. Hence , the theorem has been 

proved. 

According to the theorem, the following lemma is obtained. 
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Lemma In CCG method , assume that the channels are distributed into C 

groupmgs、 and that the e汀or probability of the grouped-channel i is Ei (i = 1, 2, 

", C). The grouped-channel which has a lower sequence , is assigned to 

transmit the packet of which the sequence number is smaller. Under the given 

groupings , if Ej ::; E2 ~ . . . ::; Ec is satisfied , the throughput would get to be 

maxlmum. 

5.5.2 Tree-algorithm for optimal channel-grouping 

According to the lemma described above , the optimal channeトgrouping

must be satisfied the condition E1 ::; E2 ::;・・・::; Ec. Here we assume that the 

number of channels is N , the packet e汀or probability of channel i is e i for 

l~i到， and ej ~ e2 ::; . . . ::; e N. We present a efficient tree-algorithm taken to 

search al1 of the channel groupings which are satisfied the condition 

EJ 三 E2 三・・・三 Ec

Tree-algorithm: TA 

Initial tree First, we make up a initial tree which consists of N+ 1 nodes 

numbered from 0 to N (Fig. 5.5(a)). The N+ 1 nodes have the relation that node 

i (1 ~i ~N) is a child [43] of node i-l. Node 0 is the root of the initial tree. 

Channel i (l ~i ~N) is assigned to node i. Note , for simplicity, that the e汀or

probability of node i means the eπor probability of the grouped-channel 

incl uded in node i. Therefore, the e汀or probability of node i of the initial tree is 

ei. We assume that eo=O. Let Num denote the number of the nodes in the tree , 

i.e. , Num=N+l. 

(A) Let r represent the leaf-node in the initial tree, that is r=N. 

(B) mark node r; let i= node r , j= the parent of node i and h= the p訂ent

of node j; 

(C) Generate a grouped-channel x which consists of the channels included 

in nodes i and j; Denote its eπor probability byε; 

(D) Denote the eπor probability of node h by ω， 

ifεぐω1， { let h= the parent of node h , go to (D); } 

ifε三ω
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generate a node y representing the grouped-channel x; 

make node y as a child of the node h; 

assign the number of Num to this child node; pt =Num; 

execu te M -copy ; 

let w = the parent of node j , h= the parent of node w and j = node w; 
if j三 1 go to (C); 

if j =0 (the number of the root) , 

i = the parent of node i , j = the parent of node i; 

h = the parent of node j; 

if i>l go to (C); 

if i=l 

M-copy 

if there is no un-marked leaf-node, 

then {terminate the tree-algori thm T A; 

else { let r be one of the un-marked leaf-nodes , go to (B); } 

Let V = node h and u = node pt; 

79 

M _1: V = the child of node V which is in the path from root to the leafｭ

node r; 

if V= node j or V= node i 

if V = leaf-node r then { terminate the M-copy; } 

else { go to M _1; } 

if V is not node j and not node i, 

Num = Num+l; 
generate a node b which is a copy of node V, assign the number Num 

to node b, and make it to be a child of node u, u= node Num; 

if V= leaf-node パhen { terminate M-copy; } 

else {go to M _1; } 
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Thus every path from root to leaf-nodes in the tree provides a channelｭ

grouping. Calculating the throughput according to Eq. (5.5) for each channelｭ

grouping, the optimal channel-grouping can be obtained. Fig. 5.5 is a searching 

process used the above tree-algorithm, where N=3 , e 1 =0.000 1 ，の=0.01 ， e3=0.1. 

When 5=10, channeトgrouping b is optimal one, where the channels are 

grouped as {(l), (2 ,3)}. The maximal throughput is 0.659018. 

(
ω
)
 

Note that in the above tree-algorithm , some channel-groupings would 

appear more than once. We call the channel-grouping which has appeared 

redundant channel-grouping. Example , in Fig. 5.5(e) , from the grouping 

{( 1 ,3),(2)} , grouping {(l ,2,3)} can be obtained. On the other hand , from 

grouping {(l ,2) ,(3) }, the same grouping {(l ,2,3)} is also obtained. This 

problem can be solved by deleting the redundant channel-grouping from the 

tree. 

5.6 Performance Evaluation 

In this section, some numerical results are shown for different channelｭ

grouping methods developed above. In all the results we present, N=8 , 5=10. In 

the previous discussion, e汀or probabilities of channels are assumed to be 

independent. In order to clearly illustrate the perfonnance by two-dimensional 

graph, we assume that the eπor probabilities of channels are in proportion, i.e. , 

p = ej / ej _ 1, (2 ~ i ~ N). Thus , the system is characterized by the number of 
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Fig.5.6 Effects of different K under OOK method 

probabilities of channels are relatively smaller, the throughput increases as K 

increases , namely, the larger K , the higher throughput. However, the curves 

reverse in the high eπor areas. When the e汀or probability of channel 8, e8, is 

very high, all the e汀or probabilities of the channels become large. The reverse 

phenomenon means that it is not profitable to use the channels of which e汀or

probabilities are very high. Therefore, under 00 K method , there has an 

optimal K which gets throughput to be maximum for a given e汀or probabilities 

and S. Fig. 5.7 shows the optimal K when p=1.3 and 1.5. 
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Fig. 5.8 Effects of different channel-grouping methods 
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Fig. 5.8 shows the comparison of throughput with different channelｭ

grouping methods. we properly adopted K=5 for OOK method. For GCG 

method , the channels are grouped as {(1 ,2) , (3 ,4), (5 ,6) , (7 ,8)}. In this figure , 

the reverse phenomenon also appeared, and the throughput has been improved 

markedly in the higher e汀or areas by GCG method. At the lower eηor areas , 

however, the throughput under GCG method conversely becomes much worse. 

Fig. 5.7 Optimal K VS. error rate ea 

Fig. 5.6 depicts the throughput performance under OOK method. It shows 

the effects of K on the system throughput. When K =N, the 00 K method 

becomes OON method. Based on this figure , we can see that while the e汀or
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1.20 

probabilities , the optimal channeトgrouping exists and can be searched by the 

tree-algorithm developed above. 
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Finally , we emphasize that the optimal channel-grouping also can be 

forcibly searched without our efficient tree-algorithm. But the computational 

time is very long. For instance, using the workstation Sun-4LC (1 2.5MIPS), 

when N=8 , 5=10, it takes about two hours to search one optimal-grouping if we 

forcibly search all the combinations of the N channels. However, it only tak:es 

several seconds if adopting our tree叫gorithm.
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5.7 Conclusions 

Fig. 5.9 Optimal throughput with different channe卜grouping methods 

In this chapter, we have developed a multiple-parallel-channel system to 

improve the throughput and to enhance the packet e汀or tolerance under Goｭ

Back-N ARQ e汀or control scheme, and we have presented three channelｭ

grouping methods: 仰) One packet is assigned to one channel at each time 

based on the packet's sequence number, and all the N channels 訂e used (OON 

method). (b) One packet is assigned to one channel but only the first K 

channels are used (00 K method) under consideration that usage of the worse 

channels would result in more retransmissions. (c) General-channel grouping 

(GCG method) in which a grouped-channel is used to transmit one packet and 

ltS coples at a tIme. 

In Fig. 5.9 , we compare the throughput under the different channelｭ

grouping methods. TJOON is the throughput under OON method. TJOOK shows 

the largest throughput under OOK method, where optimal K , v紅ying with the 

conjugation of e汀or probability e8' is determined as the throughput gets the 

maximum. It gi ves us an example how to determine the optimal K while 

communication environment permits the OOK method. The TJMAX shows the 

maximal throughput by adopting the optimal channeトgrouping obtained in 

terms of the tree-algorithm. From this figure , we see that the throughputs , 

ηOON， ηoOK， andηMAX， are identical in the low e汀or areas. It is 佐ue because the 

OON, OOK and GCG methods become as a same grouping method in lower 

error areas. On the contrary , in the higher eπor areas , the differences of 

throughput among the different channel-grouping methods 紅e very significant. 

The throughput is extremely improved by the optimal channel-grouping 

method. 

We have analyzed the throughput for different channel-grouping methods, 

and then discussed the channel-grouping methods under the measure of the 

throughput and given an efficient tree-algorithm to search the optimal channelｭ

grouplng. 

Here we summarize the above discussion as three points. First, the 

throughput is improved by adopting multiple parallel channels (Fig. 5.6). 

Second , there has no universal channel-grouping which can get maximal 

throughput in any eηor probabilities. Third, however, for a given eπor 

The numerical results show that the throughput would be extremely 

improved, especially, when packet eπors 訂e relatively higher, and that there 

does not exist a universal optimal channel-grouping which can cope with any 

error probabilities. At a given e口or probabilities , however, there exists an 

optimal channeトgrouping which can make throughput to become maximal. 

The approaches developed in this paper are fascinating under the 

assumption that the eπors of channels 訂e observable. It can be solved by 

monitoring the channels to provide error probabilities to the transmitter. Based 
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on this knowledge , the transmitter can search the optimal channel-grouping to 

adapt the different environments. 

Dynamic GBN-RRQ Scheme on 
Two-Parallel Noisy Channels System 

6.1 Introduction 

87 

In chapter 5, a multiple-parallel channels system has been proposed under 

GBN-ARQe汀or control scheme. There , the usage of the multiple channels, i.e. 

channel-grouping measured by the throughput, mainly has been discussed. 

Besides the throughput, another measurement defined as buffer occupancy (or 

packet delay) is also used to evaluate system performances. The buffer 

occupancy is usually defined as the number of packets in transmission buffer 

observed. Generally speaking, under the same traffic circumstances , the buffer 

occupancy will decrease as the throughput increases. However, the buffer 

occupancy under e汀or control scheme A may be different with that under eπor 

control scheme B even if the throughput of scheme A is same as that of scheme 

B. This wiU be certified later in this chapter. 

Unlike the throughput analysis , the analysis for the buffer occupancy is 

more difficult because it is dependent upon the packet arrival pattem as well as 

upon the e汀or control scheme. In this chapter, instead of a n-parallel channels 

system, a two-parallel channels system will be considered because the buffer 

occupancy for n-parallel channels system is very difficult or even impossible. 

The buffer occupancy of the two-parallel channel system for both the static and 

dynamic packet assignment rules will be analyzed under assuming that packets 

arrive at the 町ansmitter according to Poisson process. 
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6.2 Protocol of 2圃Parallel Channels System 

The system model considered in this chapter is depicted in Fig. 6.1. The 

transmitter is connected to the receiver over 2-parallel channels, called channel 

1 and channel 2, of which the e汀or probabilities are assumed to be el and e2, 

respectively. The time axis is divided into packet-sized slots and numbered by 

integer. Thus it needs one slot to transmit a packet. Without loss of generality, 

assume that el~e2 ， and the two-parallel channels have the same round-tripｭ

delay , S slots. The transmitter has an infinite buffer used to temporarily store 

the arrival packets. The packet arrives at the transmitter according to Poisson 

process with arrival rateλ. Packet arrivals occur at the end of the slots. The 

GBN-ARQ scheme is used to handle the transmission eπors. If the transmi tter 

receives a NAK, the NAK'ed packet and the succeeding packets whose 

sequences are greater than that of NAK'ed packet, will be immediately 

retransmitted. The packets arrived at the receiver are checked for errors, and 

the receiver sends back the coπesponding acknowledgment packet over an 

error-free backward channel. An acknowledgment packet is used to 

acknowledge all the packets received during a slot. As the packet assignment 

rules, the static and the dynamic packet assignment rules will be considered. 

ACK/ NAK 

Fig.6.1 A communication system with 2・parallel channels 

6.2.1 Static packet assignment rule 

The static packet assignment rule is to ぉsign packets to channels based on 

the packet sequence number and the e口or rates of channels. The lower 

sequence packet is transmitted over higher quality channel, i.e., over channel 1. 
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If there is only one packet in the buffer waiting for transmission , it is 

transmitted over channel 1, and channel 2 is idle at this time. This operation is 

illustrated in Fig. 6.2(α) ， where packets waiting for transmission will be served 

based on FCFS (First-Come First-Service) basis. At the end of this slot during 

packet 3 arrives , only packet 3 is waiting for transmission , packet 3 is sent over 

channel 1, and at this time channel 2 is idle. 

Arriναl 
2 5 

pαckets: 3 4 6 

~t 
Sent out lch 回 4 6 3 5 
pαckets: 2ch 2 5 4 6 

〔αt): StαtlC 

2 5 
Arrival 

3 4 6 
packets: 

"t 
Sent out lch 回 4 6 
packets: 2ch 2 3 5 6 

(b): Dynamic 

S=4 ， 臼 : Erroneoω packet ・ :0加川p川

Fig. 6.2 Packet assignment rules 

6.2.2 Dynamic packet assignment rule 

The dynamic one is based on effectively using the idle channel when only 

one packet is waiting for 仕組smission. Definitely, the 町ansmitter transmits the 

packet over channel 1 and its copy over channel 2. In case that there is no 

packet in the buffer waiting for transmission, the transmitter does nothing, 

channel 1 and 2 are idle. If there are two or more packets waiting for 
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transmission, the operation is same as that of static rule , i.e. , the transmitter 

sends the lower sequence packet to channel 1 and the higher sequence one to 

channel 2. The operation is illustrated in Fig. 6.2(b). 

6.3 Buffer Occupancy Analysis 

1=0 • J J • Arrivals 

{ で D ヶ・】
UT-一一.. : J J Packets 

I I ム セ九 I I L ~ 1.. t 

First transmission u-th retransmission 

In this section, we analyze the buffer occupancy under static and dynamic 

packet assignment rules. The buffer occupancy is defined as the number of the 

packets (including the packets waiting for transmission and the packets waiting 

for retransmission) in transmission buffer at the end of a slot. First, we set up a 

state equation, and then get the generating function (gよ) of state probabilities. 

Finally , the buffer occupancy is obtained by using the g f. 
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First trαnsmission u-th retransmission 
We begin by observing the system state. Here we observe the system state 

at the end of such slots in which at least one of the transmitted packets wiI1 be 

correctly received and delivered by the receiver. For convenience, the instant at 

the end of such a slot is defined as observing point (Fig. 6.2). 

Let Pm ,s(i) and Pm ,d(i) denote the probabilities that there are i packets in the 

transmission buffer waiting for transmission at m-th observing point 

coπesponding to static and dynamic assignment rules , respectively. 

(b) 1> 0 

Fig. 6.3 Sta1e diagram 

For convenience, the following notations are introduced (Fig. 6.3): 

1 and J: the number of packets in the 汀ansmission buffer at m-th and (m+ 1)ｭ

th observing points, respectively. 

u: the retransmission times before the successful transmission, i.e. , the 

number of retransmissions before m+ 1 observing point. 

T=S+l. Therefore we have D=ν+uT+ 1. 

D: the dist加ce (in slots) between m-th and (m+ l)-th observing points. 

Moreover, if 1=0, then 1ノミ 1. Assume ν=r+ 1, where r indicates the number of 

slots during which no packets arrive at the transmitter, and "1" represents this 

slot in which there are some arrivals. Let the number of arrivals be 1. v: the distance (in slots) from m-th observing point to the beginning of the 

next transmission . Notice that if 1=0, then ν~1 (Fig. 6.3(a)) , and if 1>0, 

then v=O (Fi.g 6.3(b)). 

k: the arrivals within the next uT slots. 

n: the arrivals during the last slot, i.e. , during the successful transmission 

slot just before m+ 1 observing point. 

y: the number of the correctly transmitted packets in last slot, i.e. , y=1 or 2. 

Therefore, the following relationship is clear 

J = 1 + 1 + k + n -y. (6.1) 
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The above analysis is suitable for both the static and the dynamic packet 

assignment rules. To obtain the state probability equation, we first consider the 

static rule , and then consider the dynamic one. 

(A) For static packet assignment rule 

Considering the three cases: 1=0, 1= 1, 1~2 and all the conditions which 

satisfy Eq. (6.1). Using the state analysis method , the following state 

probability equation can be obtained for the static packet assignment rule; 

p凡んm肘+ ) 叶2>Gd(惜q山(οω伽川1り切)川G

+出a) (l )auバk)a)(j -k)(l-e) )e2e; 

+ む1 (1)a 川-k+lり仰)

+ 喜誹(包怯i告品a1附山州1パ川州(伏仰州k伽刷M夙l叩+uT() -k + 1)(1-el )e2e; 

+苦争争争2》》争a叫州仰川仇1パ川刷帆(伏仰州帆kω刷胤M川凡1 +叫Tバω仕(υ十山jト一
(6.2) 

怪α川j川e; + ~ {~aur(k)a，川l-el附

+2a川-k+l川

+[掛l+uT(} -i + 1)(1-e1)e2e; 

+ZGJ 
where , an(k) denotes the probability that there are k packets arrived in n slots. 

Based on the Poisson arrival process, an(k) is expressed as 

(6.3) 
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In equilibrium state, m→∞， Pm,s(i)• Ps (i) , Pm,JJ)• Pd( i). Thus the Eq. (6.2) 

can be rewritten as 

久州ω =[匝除喜》与αイ(惜q仰(οω伽川lり伽)aα

+出al (1)α バk)al (j -k)(I-e) )e2et 

+ふ1 (l)aバk)al日開叩刊

+きt~a， (k)a'+ur(J -k + 1)(1-e,)e
2
e; 

+￡争争争2会》ふαq州lパ(伽川1+川l+uT(叩+uT(山uT川山此Tバ州ル川(υか日jトけ一寸kれω川山+リ叫引叫2わ以)(

+ [~aur(ü)a， (j)(1-e，)ぐ+ 2詩(倍芸G バ川州州川kω刷刷μ夙剛1パμ川川(υ十日川jトパ川一寸-k)め)川e

+za バk)al日

+[さ{:~a，什

+ト(J-i + 2)(1-e, )(1-e2)e;} ]p，ω 

(8) For dynamic packet assignment rule 

(6.4) 

For dynamic assignment rule, the difference is that when only one packet in 

buffer waiting for transmission, this packet is transmitted over channel 1 and 

its copy over channel 2 at a time. Using the s創ne method as that for static rule, 

the state equation is given by 
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Pd(}) = 

争仲暗~[~(ele2 )"九州
仲いい)片={トいq州ωlパ川(ο川l

イヤヤヤQ仏2同 一口え可可町汀つ~Jツ}い川a1州州州川川lパ川川川(ο仰州1り川)(
+(収(1ト一句ψψ)片Z一-2 + e2パ(μ何Aへ1 ( z ) 一寸a1 (1)片トZト一 a1 (0)け)氾泊Q1(斗 p久s (O)

J l-a1 (0) 

+(111い2 )Z- 1 + e2 {山l 一(1己主つ)
A1 (z) P

S 
(1) -Ql (Z)(Ps(1)Z + Ps(O))( (1-e2 )Z-2 + e2什， (6.7) 

+岩2ωαa(川叶e角り1)川川炉)(川ト(οト川1ト一

+2むふ計可州(パ(州宇e2が2ρ)川ψ仇仇(伊ω川山一→4引lり肝)げT似jい
+ 2》争計ド4州ω(パ(ρO怪2》》トトq州削lパ川(υ川l
+ 2話器2争α1(/りU山)(川ト山)(1- e1οトい(1 -e1ト山門一イ叫e町叶l

吾(倍怯怯怯喜P争争(μ何e町l匂ωザψrμ川凡Ua、G叫(
。s ( z ) = 1-((1-e2)z-2 + e2 zリQ1(。 (6.8) 

組d， Q 1 
(z) and Q2(Z) are as follows. 

u=o 

(1-ι )e-λ (1 - z) 

Q1 (z) =
‘ -Tf1 -71 
-e

、

' e1

(1-e, )e-λT(1 -z ) 

Q2(Z) = ': -l_:'À~ (l _z) 
-e

、

' e1

(6.9) 十円)向上l川1)(1叩

+ヱ(e1 e2 )“ (1- e1 e2 )α川
(6.10) 

到2ん(山間+川+1) 

ふ(川(1- e2 )e;a1 +川

Furthermore, At(z) denotes the generating function of at(i). lt is given by 

(6.4') 

A/(z) = ヱa/i)zi =可eρ一J州ゐ州川(οl
(6.11 ) 

The generating functions P s(z) and P d(Z) 紅e defined as 
Taking the generating function about (6.4'), P d(Z) is given by 
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8 d(Z) (6.6') 
(6.5) 

where φd(Z) and 8d(Z) are given as follows; 
T紘ing the generating function about (6.4), Ps(z) is given by 

φS<Z) ~(Z) = 一一一，
a 。s(z) (6.6) 

where φs(z) and 8s(z) are given by 
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φd(が G1 (1~(\\ ~ ~1e2T( A1'(z) -a1'(O) )Q1 (神2 + (1-e2 )zつ
1-a] (0) ll-e1 e2 e-λ 

+-1 一仏JT A1 (z) ~ P d (0) 
j-e1e2e J 

+, 1 /rn {( A] (z) -a1 (l)z -a1 (0) )Qz (z)( e2z-
1 + (1-e2 )Z-2 n Pd(O) 

l-a
1 
(0)いノ \ L L ' 'J 

+ 1ト一二:乙二一U川ρ(μA1'バρ州(μωZのか山九)ト川一寸叫α偽削刊仰州Tバ川川(ρ仰州Oめ川)け)Q，似(μω怖Z吟)

+ 1 J二i::i汀刷pん似川州d〆A刈(οω1り) 一 (pん似ωd(1ο1川d刈ρ刈(ρ仰州O的川)リ伽)
0叫仰d〆ρ刈(ωz) = 1-((1-e2 )Z-2 +角川Q](z)

(6.7') 

(6.8') 

According to the properties of generating function , and using primes to 

denote derivatives (F' and F" are the first and second-order derivatives of F(z) 

with respect to z by setting z=l , respectively) , the average buffer occupancy, 

i.e. , the average number of packets in transmission buffer at the observing 

point in steady state, E[Ls] and E[Ld] , can be obtained; 

dF:(z)1 
E[ム]=ーで一|

az Iz=1 

dPA(z)1 
E[ん]=一千一|

az Iz=] 

(6.12) 

(6.12') 

There are two unknown Ps(ﾜ) and Ps(l) in expression (6.12), Pd(Ü) 加dPd(1) 

in (6.12'). We make a set of equation to get them. 

Using the boundary condition Ps(z)L=] = 1, i.e.，エ Ps (i) = 1, the おllowing
ﾎ=O 

equation is obtained from (6.6). 
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fl-ell)Gl(1)( 円e1e λl' � 
T Al+Gml(l)-lel- 1- ーλTla1 (1)(1-e2 ーへ)

-(2(I-e2)+e2 -Q;)(I-al (1)-a1 (川 +A; -aj (川 Ps(O)
) 1-a1 (1) 

ヤl 一 (1- e2 {1一口叫}山川
+(2(I-e2)+e2)(ps(1)+ Ps(O))-Ps(l) 一 (Ps(l) + Ps(O) )Q; 

= 2(1 -e2) + e2 -Q1' 

For dynamic assignment rule, Pd(z)lz=1 = 1 from (6.6') , we get 

G] (1:(\J~6._汀 {A~ + (1-aT (州Q~ -(1-e2)n l-a
j
(O)ll-e

1
e
2
e-1I.1 L'  , , . '1'-' "-'/J 

+ 1 一仏lTA; IPA(O) + 
11.1 L r u . , 1 -a

1 
(0) 

[(A; -a] (1 ))+{I-a] (1)-a](Ü)}{Q~ -e2 -2(1-e2)}]Pd(ﾜ) 

+1-:ユ-)..1' {A~ + (1 一偽(0))(Q; ーい2))}Pd(l)

+1JL::iu仏(1) 一川一 (pd(l) +九州Q; -e2 -2(1 -e2 ) } 

= 2(1-e2) + e2 -Q] . 
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(6.13) 

(6.13') 

To obtain p/O) , p/l), Pd(ﾜ) and Pd(l), we need other equations besides 

equations (6.13) and (6.13'). ln expressions (6.6) and (6.6') , the Ps{z) and Pd(Z) 

are two generating function of Ps(i) and Pd(i) (i=Ü, 1 ，…，∞)， respectively. Thus , 

Ps(z) and P d(Z) must be analytical functions of z in the unit circle of complex 

plane, i.e. , the z-plane [72]. Therefore, the zero points of 8s(z) or 8d(Z) in the 

unit circle must be the zero points of φs(z) orφd(Z). lt is clear that z=1 is one 

zero points of 8s(z) or 8d(Z). Let zl be another zero point of 8s(z) or 8d(Z) in 
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the unit circle , and Z} must be a zero point of φs(Z ) orφd(Z). From (6.7) and 

(6.8) , we get the following equations. 

1-((1ーがZ;2 + e2z;1 )Q1 (ZI ) ,= 0, 

(トトドいいq州附州lパ川刈(οω川1り)
l 一 e e町l 

/ 一 λT ¥ 

+(Q仏似z〆(引ψ作)μ)e1 一 (~1十:fe《l !ケγ |ドい川αq州削lパ刈(ο1削)(
l 1 一 e e町1 ) 

+ ((1-e2 )ZI-
2 
+ e2z1

-1
)( AJ (Zj) -aj (1)ZI -a1 (0) )Q1 (叫 Ps (O)

J 1-a1 
(0) 

いfi工九;与弘e角lい2ρ山〆山)片Xピ附Z訂ザZI- 1 +μ1+吋仏似伽仇伽川山(μ何ω附Z引砂作1)タ)片M十)ej _ (1町ヤυej _ (1ノ一(1ο1己又ピ可引汀つÃTJ}A下~J}干J}トトい)トトいいトAへ州帥帆山1パμ仏(υ何Z引l
一Q1(川p凡s(ο1)片ZI + Ps(O))( (1-, e2)z;2 + e2z;l) = 。

For dynamic assignment rule ， φd(Zl)=O， from (6.7') and (6.8'), we get 

G1(1
!f¥¥ i ~6_).T (AT(zj) -aT(O) )Qj (ZI)( e2 + (1-e2)z;l) 

1-a1 (0) ll-e1e2e 

+‘
1-仏λyA)(ZI) ~pρ 

1 -e)e2e J 

+ ~ 1 
"..., {(A1(z))-aj(l)zl -a1(0))QZ(zl)(e2z;1 +(1-e2)z;2)}Pd(ﾜ) 

1-a1 
(0)
い/-.. ~ ， \... 

..' 
. IJ 

+l-:レ(的1)一偽 (0))QI怖+い2)Z;1)Pd(1) 

+， 1-仏λTA) (z 1 ) P d (1)一 (Pd (1)+ Pd(0))(e2z;1 +(1 -e2 )什QJ(ZI)=O
1-e1e2e ‘ 

(6.14) 

(6.15) 

(6.15') 

Therefore, Ps(O) , Ps(1), Pd(ﾜ) and Pd(1) are found by solving Eqs. (6.13), -, 

(6.15), (6.13') and (6.15'). The average buffer occupancy c加 be obtained by 

(6.12) and (6.12'). 
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6.4 Performance Evaluation 

In this section, we first gi ves the throughput , and then disc uss the 

performance of the buffer occupancy for static and dynamic rules by terms of 

the analytical results described above. 

6.4.1 System throughput 

To compare the static rule with dynamic one, we first give the system 

throughput. Generally, the system throughput represents the system's ability of 

supporting traffic volume. The dynamic rule can be considered as 釦 improved

one of the static rule , i.e. , the dynamic rule efficiently uses the idle channel 

appeared in the static rule. Thus if assuming that the transmission buffer is 

always full , the throughput of dynamic rule is same as that of static one. From 

(5.7) of chapter 5, for both static and dynamic rules , the throughput， η ， is easily 

given by 

η 一 (1 -e1 )e2 + 2(1 -e1 )(1 -e2) 
-

2(S + 1) -2S(1-e1 )(1-e2) (6.16) 
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is very high, channel 2 is seldom idle , the dynamic rule is equivalent to the 

statIc one. 
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Note that e1 + e2 ~ e1e2 due to 0::; ep e2 ::; 1. Based on Eq. (6.16), we can 

easily prove that the throughputηdecreases as round-trip-delay S 加d/or eπor 

rate el (e2) increase , These properties are illustrated in Fig. 6.4. 
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6.4.2 Buffer occupancy 

Fig. 6.5 shows the average buffer occupancy for both static and dynamic 

rules as a function of the packet ar吋val rate. Here we assumed that the roundｭ

trip-delay S to be 20. According to this figure , the average buffer occupancy 

increases as packet arrival rateλincreases ， and the buffer occupancy 

performance of dynamic rule is better than that of the static one. Fig. 6.6 gives 

the comparison of the static and the dynamic rules , where E[Ld]JE[LsJ denotes 
2 

λ 

1.5 

Arrival rate 

E[Ldl/E[Lsl 

1.1 0.6 

Fig.6.6 

0.65 

0.1 

the proportion of the average buffer occup加cy under the dynamic rule to that 

under the static rule. From the two figures , it is clear that the buffer occupancy 

is remarkably improved by the dynamic rule (surely the packet delay, which is 

defined as the time 合om the arri val of a packet at the transmitter to the coπect 

accept釦ce at the receiver, also is improved remarkably). The E[Ld]lE[LsJ 

approaches to 1 as arrival rateλbecomes very high. It is 町田 because ， when λ 
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Fig. 6.7 shows the average buffer occupancy as a function of error rate e2 ・

Clearl y, the buffer occupancy increases as the ronud-tri p-delay and/or error 

rate e2 increase. Fig. 6.8 shows the improvement of the buffer occupancy 

performance by using the dynamic rule. From the two figures , it is clear that: 

(1) E[LdJ/E[LsJ is equal to about 1 when e汀or rates are very low (< 1 0-4). This 
λ=1 . 0 
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phenomenon can be interpreted as , while the e汀or rates are very low , the e汀ors

rarely occur、 so sending a packet over channel 1 has the same efficiency as 

ending this packet over channel 1 and its copy over channel 2, i.e. , it is 

efficient to transmit a packet only over channel 1 even if channel 2 is idle when 

the error rates are very low; (2) when the e汀or rates are very high (> 1 0-2
) , 

E[LdJ/E[LsJ rapidly approaches to l. This phenomenon can be interpreted as 10・2

Error rate e2 

10・4

Fig. 6.8 E[L
d
] / E[Lsl 

while the e汀or rates become very high, the e打ors occur frequently , the length 

of packets waiting for transmissions in transmission buffer becomes very long, 

o channel 2 is seldom idle , the dynamic rule is equivalent to the static one; (3) 

the buffer occupancy is improved by the dynamic rule when the e汀or rates are 

not so low and not so high. 

6.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter, a two-parallel channels system model under Go-Back-N 

ARQ scheme has been proposed , and the average buffer occupancy has been 

analyzed by means of setting a state equation under the static and dynamic 

packet assignment rules. The numerical results show that although the 

throughput for the static rule is same as that for the dynamic rule , the buffer 

occupancy for the dynamic one is remarkably different from that for the static 
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one. The average buffer occupancy has been reduced by using the dynamic 

rule. Based on our analysis for 2-parallel channels system, we believe that the 

加alysis method and the results 紅e useful to n-parallel channels system (n>2). 
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Summary and Future Works 

In communication systems , it would be ideal if an uniform control scheme 

could be applied across all communication environments. However, this is 

extremely difficult or even impossible. So, taking into account various 

communication environments , in this thesis , a priority control for multiclass 

traffic and some novel ARQ error control schemes (i.e. , block SR-ARQ 

scheme in high-speed communication environments, ARQ schemes in dialogue 

communication and GBN-ARQ scheme in multiple-parallel channels system) 

which had not been settled so far, have been studied. By analyzing the system 

performances, the following results and new knowledges have been obtained. 

(1) In multiclass traffic system , the influence of the burstiness of the 

arrivals from the priority source is very strong on the system performances 

such as the cell delay and the discard probability. Chapter 2 shows that the cell 

discard probability for the priority sources (bursty sources) and the cell delay 

for the non-priority sources increase as the traffic density increases. Especially, 

the discard probability changes with the bursty duration although the traffic 

density is constant; and the cell delay of the non-priority is not affected by the 

variation of the bursty duration if the traffic density is constant. 

(2) In Chapter 4, a block SR-ARQ e汀or control scheme has proposed to 

reduce the defective influences of protocol processing overhead time which 

occurs in high-speed communication environments. The results shows that the 

performances ( the system 伽oughput and packet delay) of our block SR-ARQ 

are much better than that of basic SR-ARQ. 

(3) In Chapter 3, the influences of the switching and thinking times on the 

throughput in dialogue communication system over half-duplex transmission 

ご一一一 一一ーで二二 | 
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line have clarified. It has been shown that there exists an optimal k which 

enables to maximize the throughput、 Also ， the optimal k has been obtained. 

(4) In chapters 5 and 6, the throughput of a parallel-channel system has 

been anaJyzed , the channeトgrouping method has been discussed , and a treeｭ

algorithm used to seek out the optimal channel-grouping has been proposed. 

The results shows that by using the optimal channeトgrouping ， the system 

throughput is much better than that by using the existing channel-grouping(i.e., 

OON method). Furtherrnore, in chapter 6 , a dynamic packet assignment rule 

has been proposed to efficiently use the idle channels in static packet 

assignment rule. Numerical results show that the different packet assignment 

rules would strongly influence the buffer occupancy even if their throughputs 

are mutually equivalent. 

In this thesis , we have analyzed a priori ty control disci pline and 

implemented the ARQ schemes to some communication systems. The common 

assumption in ARQ schemes which have been considered in this thesis , is that 

the packet e汀ors are mutually independent. This is suitable in many cases 

because the eπors are caused by many unpredictable reasons [87]. Accurately 

modeling for e打ors in transmission channel is very difficult. Considering the 

correlation among errors , some related e汀or models have been presented [87] , 

such as Gilbert's model [69], McCullough's model. Modeling for errors in 

high-speed transmission channel should be future works. In the system 

considered in this thesis , there are no others node (or multiplexer) between the 

transmitter and the recei ver. The e汀or control scheme in such systems is called 

link-by-link scheme in other literatures [68 , 86]. If the transmitter and the 

receiver are not adjacent, i.e. , the transmitter does not directly connect to the 

recei ver, but connected each other through other nodes. The e汀or control 

scheme in such systems is called end-to-end scheme. Recently, the high-speed 

communication networks , such as A TM , have been receiving great attention 

for transmitting various traffic. The end-to-end e汀or and traffic controls should 

be the next interesting works. 
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